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THE HISTORY OF A STRANGE CASE.

A STUDY IN OCCULTISM.

BY DAVID P. ABBOTT.

IS Spiritualism all deception and illusion? Is there no grain of

truth to be found under the great mass of fraud and trickery

with which a vast army of charlatans have disgraced it? Are the

efforts of the Society for Psychical Research to prove fruitless?

When all of the fraud and deception is cleared away, will nothing

remain ? These questions I have been asked time and again. What
will the answer be?

Do no whisperings of hope from the great beyond ever echo

down the infinite corridors of darkness? Will the pale vanished

faces of our loved ones, that haunt the shadowy mists of memory,

ever again stand before us in the bright sunlight of day? Will we
ever again hear the dear voices that have long been stilled? Must

we, with tottering steps supported only by blind faith, go down the

hillside of life into the infinite darkness of the eternal valley? Is

there no turning aside^no escape? Must we face the inevitable

annihilation of the unity of self? When science lifts her torch and

peers into the surrounding darkness, is there no gleam of hope to

be seen? Will a new dawn ever break, with its countless songs of

gladness bursting from the throats of the twittering love-birds of

joy? Oh, beautiful Nature, how thy children adore thee! Oh,

infinite Power, that animates and directs the great All, wdiy this

insatiable longing for immortality in the hearts of thy children

!

I have been asked again and again, if, in all of my investigations,

I have found nothing that I could not explain : if all has been per-

fectly simple and commonplace as soon as I witnessed it : if all of the

mystery and romance disappear upon investigation. I have finally
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removed certain difficiiltics to publication, and shall now give to the

public an account of the most remarkable case that it has ever been

niv fortune to investigate, .\mong all the cases of my investiga-

tion, it stands unique and alone, entirely in a class by itself ; still to

a certain extent shrouded in mystery, with some features which I

have not yet thoroughly explained satisfactorily to myself. The

memory of this remarkable experience, and the weird and dramatic

effect of what on the surface appeared to be the voices of the dead

talking to me and exhibiting an intimate knowledge of my family

history, will remain with me through life.

II.

On March 7, 1906, the carrier left at my door a letter that was

destined to disturb my peace of mind, and to furnish me much

material for thought for some time to come. Shortly before this I

had published in The Open Court an article entitled, "Some Me-

diumistic Phenomena." I had vaguely wondered if this would not

indirectly bring to my notice some accounts of strange phenomena

from remote places in the world. Such was this missive.

This letter was written by a gentleman in New Haven, Con-

necticut; and in it he described a strange case that he had wit-

nessed in a remote" village one year before. The writer, Mr. E. A.

Parsons, was unknown to me ; but he introduced himself as a

magician. He stated that having read my article and noted my

knowledge of trickery, he desired to lay this case before me, in the

hope that I might be able to explain it. I here quote from his

letters

:

"I will describe an experience which I had with an elderly lady

in a little town in Ohio last year. She uses two tin horns or trum-

pets, each fourteen inches long, and two and one-half inches in

diameter at the large ends, tapering to one inch at the smaller ends.

The large end or bell of one horn is so made as to slip tightly into

the large end of the other. On the smaller or outer ends of this

double trumpet arc soldered saucer-shaped pieces large enough to

cover a person's ear. The trumpet is emi)ty and can be examined

by any one.

"Her "t'cry marvelous power is this: The sitter takes one end

of this trumpet and places it to his ear, while" the lady docs the same

with the other end, placing it to her ear. At once the sitter plainly

hears whispers in the trumpet. These purport to be the voices of

the spirits of his dead friends and relatives. They reply to any

questions which he speaks out loud. During this time the lady's
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mouth and lips are tightly closed, and she makes no motions of the

throat or lips. She will, instead of holding the trumpet to her ear,

hold her palm against it ; or allow him to place one end of it against

her back. She will, if preferred, permit two spectators to each hold

an end, she merely touching the center with her fingers. In either

event one hears the whispering just the same. Now this is done in

broad daylight, anywhere, even out of doors. I investigated this

phenomenon seven hours altogether, giving it every possible test,

but could obtain no clue to it. I found that it was not ventriloquism,

as the voices were really in the trumpet ; besides, ventriloquists can

not speak in whispers. I proved beyond question (as have many
others) that the voices were really in the trumpet.

"The information which I received from the whispers was

correct in every case. I had never seen the lady before, nor had

I been in Ohio previously. Now the production of intelligent lan-

guage inside this trumpet in daylight, three or four feet away from

the medium, I regard as more wonderful than anything I have ever

known. I now have the trumpet, having purchased it. Can you

tell me how the whispered words were produced?"

In a subsequent letter he said : "The description I gave you

was not overdrawn in any way. The lady is the wife of an humble

farmer and resides in an obscure country village. She has resided

there all of her life and has reared a large family of children. She

has never been over twenty miles from her home and has but little

education. She is, however, very intelligent. She gave her sittings

for a long time free of charge, and later began charging ten cents.

She now charges one dollar, but does not insist on anything.

"She can use a glass lamp chimney or any closed receptacle in place

of the trumpet ; and I have heard the voices just as plainly coming

out of the sound hole of a guitar that lay upon the table. The guitar

has also played in my presence, independently, but faintly. There

was no music box in it, as is generally the case. She has also caused

music to sound in the trumpet, and raps to sound on the outside of it.

"Three of my most intimate friends have seen her several times.

Two of them were with me at my investigation. I have known of

this lady for six years ; and finally, having heard so much about her,

I journeyed six hundred miles to see her in January, 1905. The lady

was at many times talking with persons in the room at the same

time that I was listening to the voices. I noted this with great care.

Sometimes two different voices would whisper at the same time, as

if one were trying to get ahead of the other.

"Of course we know how mediums usually gather information,
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but this lady had no means of knowing anything about me ; and yet

the voices told me. correctly, many things of my own ])rivate life.

Among those who talked with me were my mother, my daughter

(dead twenty-two years), and my grandfather. My daughter told

me where I lived, what kind of a house I lived in, what her living

brother was doing, where she was buried, etc. .'\n old music teacher

of mine, of whom I had not thought for ten years, announced him-

self and said that he would like to play for me. Then I actually

heard faint l)ut distinct sounds of piano-playing in the trumpet, and

my friends in the room also heard it. The sounds were like they

would be if one were listening to a piano over a telephone. My
father and my father-in-law spoke to me ; as did also an uncle of

whom I had no knowledge, but whose existence I afterwards veri-

fied. My mother gave her own name completely, but failed to give

my middle name. She gave it as 'Albert,' when in reality it is

'Augustus.'

"At one time I heard an ojicn voice in the trumpet for a moment.

I also listened at her mouth and throat when voices were speaking,

but could detect no sounds. I found the positions of the voices in

the trumpet would vary, sounding at one time nearer to one end,

and at another nearer to the other end. I had noticed the varying

strength of the voices, and the lady told me of this change of posi-

tion. I verified it by listening outside the trumpet when others

held it, and found the voices to vary one foot and a half in location.

/ was particularly impressed zvith the openness of the lady, and with

her perfect ivillingncss for me to test her poivers in any manner

that I desired. She afforded me every opportunity to make such

tests, giving me scvoi or eight hours of her time. I suppose this

thing to be a trick ; but with over forty years study of magic, and

with the acquaintance of all the great magicians, I was entirely

unable to even surmise how it could be done. It is either a trick

or it is the work of His Satanic Majesty.

"Now I believe 1 have discovered a medium as good as Home,

and I hesitate about making public her name and address. You
understand, any medium possessing this secret would think his for-

tune made. I am no medium, but I certainly want the secret. If

this prove to be a trick. I do not want its secret given to the world,

but desire to keep it for private use. If you see fit to sign a con-

tract binding }-oursclf to resjiect this desire, and not to reveal the

secret of the performance without my consent. I will be pleased to

furnish you the name and address of the ladw 1 shall expect you
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to give me the fullest results of any investigations which \ou may

make."

On receipt of this letter I immediately signed and returned the

required agreement to Mr. Parsons. I received in return the cov-

eted information. Being now at liberty to reveal all of the details,

I shall state that the lady is Mrs. Elizabeth Blake, of Braderick,

Ohio. This is a little village of a few houses, on the banks of the

Ohio, just across the river, north, from Huntington, West Virginia.

The place is reached from Huntington, most directly, by a row-boat

ferry.

After receiving this information, I decided to try to learn from

other sources if the case were really as described by Mr. Parsons.

About this time I learned that the latter gentleman is well known

in the world of magic under the nom de plume of "Henry Hardin,"

and that he is a dealer in magician's secrets. Had I received this

account from other sources. I should have given it but little credence,

inasmuch as I have investigated so many other cases, and have in-

variably found nothing but trickery. But here was a strange report

from a man versed in the arts of trickery ; an expert himself, and one

not easily deceived. Surely, this, at least, w'arranted investigation.

I had always been very skeptical, never believing in spirit com-

munion, telepathy, clairvoyance, or anything of the kind ; and as to

physical phenomena, I had found everything very commonplace and

devoid of mystery when I had an opportunity to see it myself. I

could not help wondering and pondering; and asking myself if,

after all, it were possible for a being to exist on this earth with any

powers out of the ordinary ; or with any faculty not common to

the rest of the race. Decidedly, I could not believe such a thing

possible, and yet, how could an expert magician be deceived with

such a thing ? I felt greatly puzzled ; and although I had no faith

in spirit communion, decided to investigate further.

I wrote a letter to the professor of science in the schools at

Huntington, telling him that I knew of a strange case of psychic

phenomena in his vicinity, and proposing to engage him to investi-

gate it for me. I was a member of the Society for Psychical Re-

search and I offered to furnish him with proper credentials, etc.

I enclosed a stamped envelope, but he did not even condescend to

replv. Next, I wrote directly to Mrs. Blake, and invited her to

visit my home. I told her I was a business man of Omaha, and

offered to furnish references as to my standing. I also offered to

defray all expenses of her journey.

Mrs. Blake did not reply in person ; but I received a letter
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from a gentleman of very high standing, whom I shall call Dr. X—

,

as he docs not desire me to use his name. This gentleman hap-

pened to be her physician. He informed me that Mrs. Blake had

fallen from her chair at some previous time, rupturing the ligaments

of her ankle ; that this had resulted in blood poisoning and had left

her crippled ; that since that time she was compelled to go about

on crutches ; that inaction frequently resulted in attacks of acute

indigestion ; and that she was thus in such a state of health as to

prevent her making any journey. lie thanked me in her name for

the invitation.

Now, this gentleman seemed to be accommodating ; so I took the

liberty of again writing him, asking for a report from him on the

powers of his patient ; for his own opinion of the case, etc. This he

kindly gave me ; and this was followed by several letters, going into

great detail of what he considered the most important case in the

world.

His report corroborated all that Mr. Parsons had written me

;

but I noticed that he attached greater importance to the information

given by the voices, than he did to the phenomenon of the voices

themselves. This was just the reverse of the estimate of the case

formed by Mr. Parsons, for the latter regarded the phenomenon of

the voices as the greater mystery.

Dr. X— stated that at his first sitting he was completely

"taken off his feet, so to speak," and considered spirit communion

as proven ; but that upon subsequent occasions, he was sorry to

state things, had occurred to lessen this belief. He related many

marvelous incidents of conversation with the voices, and stated

that he had taken many friends to the lady under assumed names

;

yet he had never failed to hear the voices call these persons by their

right names, etc. He also stated that the information furnished by

Mrs. Blake's voices at times had seemed so marvelous that he had

seriously contemplated referring her case to the Society for Psy-

chical Research, in order that he might have an authoritative

statement with regard to what her powers really consisted of. I

quote a few extracts from many in his letters

:

"Twenty-two years ago this summer, my father took me to

Virginia for the purpose of entering me in college. I was an only

child, had not been away from home a great deal, and was quite

young; therefore he accompanied me to Blacksburg, Virginia, in-

troduced me to the president of the school, and otherwise assisted

me in getting started. It was a military school, and every new-comer
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was called a 'rat/ and this was yelled at him by the older students

in chorus until it grated upon his nerves to a considerable extent.

"As my father and myself walked up towards the college

buildings over the broad campus, the word 'rat' was yelled at us

with depressing distinctness. We went across the campus and on

beyond to a large grove of virgin forest, where we sat down upon

a large log; and here my father gave me some paternal advice.

He was going to leave the next morning and I felt very sad and

lonely ; and it was with great difficulty that I kept back the tears

that in spite of myself would now and then trickle down my cheeks.

At all of this my father laughed and said that I would be all right

in a few days.

"When conversing through Mrs. Blake's trumpet with the

supposed voice of my father, the following conversation with the

voice occurred. I had previously written out the questions and I

have since added the answers of the voice

:

" 'Do you remember the time you took me oft* to college ?' I

asked.

" 'Yes, as distinctly as if it had been yesterday,' the voice re-

plied.

" 'When we walked towards the buildings, what was said to

me by some of the students?'

" 'They yelled "Rat" at you.'

" 'Spell that word,' I requested, as I desired no misunderstand-

ing.

" 'R—a—t,' spelled the voice.

" 'Where did we go after leaving the campus and college build-

ings?' I next asked.

" 'We w^ent to a large grove near the college buildings and sat

down upon a hickory log,' responded the voice.

" 'What did I do and say while sitting on this log?'

" 'You cried because I was going to leave you and go home,'

answered the voice. All of this was wonderfully accurate, but I

do not know whether or not the log was hickory."

In another letter he says: "On one occasion a voice supposed

to be my grandfather's talked with me, and I asked it what had

caused him to depart this life. Just previous to asking this question

the voice had been full and strong; but upon asking it the voice

became indistinct, and I concluded that my question had 'put the

lady out of business.' To my surprise, in a few minutes my
grandfather commenced to talk again ; and I reminded him that he

had not answered my question. He replied by saying that I knew
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perfectly well what liad caused liiiu to depart this hfe, and tliat it

was not necessary to ask such unimportant questions.

"I repHed by stating^ that I wanted the question answered, in

order that I might be convinced as to his identity ; and also to know-

that he had sufficient consciousness and intelligence to reply. He
then stated that the immediate cause of his death was a fracture oi

the skull.

"'How ditl this hajjpen?' I asked.

" 'By falling down a stairway,' answered the voice.

" 'In what town and house did this occur?'

" 'In Galliopolis, Ohio, in my son's home,' again responded the

voice. All of this was correct.

"I next asked my grandfather's voice if he remembered what

he used to entertain me with when I was a child. He replied that

he did ; and that he had made little boats for me, and had floated

them in a tub of water. I asked how old I was when this took place,

and he replied that I was five years old. This was correct, and had

occurred some thirty-four years ago."

Again Dr. X— says, "In addition to her daylight work, Mrs.

Blake gives dark seances. At these, the voice of her dead son Abe

usually opens the meeting with prayer, and some hymns are sung

by all present. During this time, numerous little blue lights flit

about the room ; the guitar is frequently floated over our heads, etc.

.After this, voices speak up in various parts of the room ana ad-

dress those present. I attended one of those night meetmgs re-

cently.

"In addition to others present, I took with me Clara Mathers

Bee, who had formerly been my stenographer, but whom I had not

seen for five years. She was a total stranger to the others present,

and resides at a remote point in the interior of the state. Mrs.

Ijlake does not keep in touch with the whole state of West \^irginia,

and knew nothing of this laily.

"Mrs. Bee had recently lost a }oung lady cousin, and was very

anxious to communicate with her. She even went so far in her in-

experience as to call for this relative on several occasions, giving

her name in full. This, however, brought no results, although Mrs.

Blake could have made use of the knowledge thus acquired. I*"inally,

during an attempt to communicate with this relative, a child's voice

spoke and said, 'I want to talk to my Aunty Clara.' It was some

time before any one iinswered and no one seemed to understand for

whom this was intended. Presently Mrs. Bee said, 'Do you want

to talk to me?'
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" 'Yes, you are my Annt\' Clara,' the voice replied.

" 'What is your uame ?' asked Mrs. Bee.
" 'My name is Stinson Bee,' answered the voice.

" 'How long has it been since you died ?'

" 'Six months.'

" 'What caused you to leave this life?'

" 'I was burned to death ; and I want you to tell my papa that

I want to talk to him,' responded the voice.

"In explanation I will state that Stinson Bee, who was a nephew
of Mrs. Bee's husband, was burned to death six months before the

time of this sitting. Mrs. Blake could not have known anything of

this, as it happened in a remote part of the interior of the state

;

and as intimate as I am with the family, I did not know of it.

"Just at this point my father's voice broke into the conversa-

tion and said, 'How do you do, Clara?'

" 'Do you know who this is that you arc talking to?' I asked.

" 'Yes, it is Clara Bee,' responded the voice.

" 'That is correct, but what was her name before she was mar-

ried?' I asked.

"'Don't you think I know Clara Mathers?' the voice replied."

These are but few of many incidents which Dr. X— has related

to me in great seriousness. He is a well educated and highly re-

spected gentleman, of the highest standing in his community. There

are reasons why he does not desire his name used, and this is why
I omit the name ; but it can be had in private. In one letter he in-

formed me that during the daylight sittings, Mrs. Blake first seats

herself beside the sitter, each allowing the trumpet to rest with its

ends in their adjacent palms. Soon the trumpet begins to grow
heavy, and then finally, one end of it seems to attempt to move
upward to the ear of the sitter. This means that conditions are

right and that a voice desires to speak.

He further stated that close friends of Mrs. Blake who were in a

position to know, informed him that of late Mrs. Blake was rapidly

losing her powers ; and that they were not nearly what they had

previously been. He suggested, in case I contemplated an investiga-

tion that I make it as quickly as possible, for he said that her health

was such that any sudden attack was liable to terminate her earthly

career. He also suggested that I write nothing further to Mrs.

Blake, and in no way let her know that I contemplated making

such an extended journey to see her ; as he had found results much
better when she did not think she was being especially investigated.
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He thought I should siuiply act as if I had hccn passing and had

merely stopped off on my journey.

After receiving these reports, I determined to investigate this

case if possible. I wrote to l^rof. James H. Hyslop, Secretary of

the American Society for Psychical Research, and detailed the case

to him, asking if he would assist me. Meanwhile I wrote Mr.

Parsons, and secured his permission to lay the matter before Pro-

fessor Hyslop. I did not tell the latter the name or location of the

lady but explained that it was within one hundred miles of Cincin-

nati. Also, I wrote to Dr. X— that I would like to be informed if

Mrs. Blake were at home and well, as I wished to come. He replied,

informing me that she was at that time visiting in the mountains

;

but that immediately upon her return, he would notify me. This

he did ; but she was suddenly taken sick on her return, and this

prevented my making the journey. Dr. X— , however, stated that

he would instantly inform me on the recovery of Mrs. Blake's

strength, as soon as such should enable her to give sittings. He
again urged me not to delay, if I desired results of value, stating that

undoubtedly her powers would soon be gone.

Meanwhile, Professor Hyslop met a lady from that section of

the country, who told him of "a wonderful medium, a Mrs. Blake

near Huntington, West Virginia." Professor Hyslop then wrote me
that he thought he had discovered the identity of the lady, and asked

me if this were she. I wrote in reply that it was. I mailed the

letter from Omaha to Professor Hyslop, who was then in New
York at Hurricane Lodge on the Hudson. In just two days after

mailing the letter, I received a telegram from Professor Hyslop,

saying, "I start for Huntington to-night."

Now, I did not desire any one to arrive on the scene ahead of

myself; for I wanted to thoroughly satisfy my own curiosity. I

therefore immediately telegraphed Dr. X— at Huntington as fol-

lows, "Professor Hyslop wires his starting. Shall I come?"' In an

hour I received this reply, "Just as well now as any time." During

the wait I called up by telephone, my cousin Geo. W. Clawson of

Kansas City, Mo., to whom I had previously described the case, and

induced him to accompany me. So far I had not revealed to him

where we were going, except that it was beyond Cincinnati. Mr.

Clawson had a short time before lost a daughter whose Christian

name was Georgia Chastine, and was very greatly grieved over her

demise. It was the hope of obtaining some proof of a future life

through communication with her that caused him to yield and to go

with me.
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The next morning I took the train for Kansas City, where I

was joined by Mr. Clawson ; and we started on our one-thousand-

mile journey. I asked Mr. Clawson to choose a name to travel

under, and to keep his real name secret, as I wanted no possibility

of deception in my investigation. The name he chose was "C. E.

Wilson," that of a friend of his. He made the journey under this

name and registered under it at the Florentine Hotel.

I had resided for a few years in Omaha, but was not generally

known there. My parents reside at the village of Falls City, Neb.,

and are well known there. I knew that, should my friend Dr. X

—

desire to do so, it would be possible for him to employ some one in

advance to obtain information in regard to my relatives and family.

/ regarded him zvith far too much respect to think such a thing

lijould happen; but in order to remove all possibility of fraud, I

desired to take with me an unknown person under an assumed

name. This was why I decided on Mr. Clawson. I did not reveal

my intention to any one.

I had previously written to Dr. X— that I was liable to bring

an unknown person with me, but I gave him no idea of who this

person would be. I did not think that any one would be able to reach

out through space one thousand miles and read my mind, discover

whom I intended taking, and then look up his history in advance.

I considered Mr. Clawson a desirable person to go with me, as both

of his parents were dead ; and also on account of his great desire to

communicate with his dead daughter, if such a thing were possible.

He also had a brother by the name of "Edward," who had died

when quite young, and a son who had died within a few days of birth.

However, these last two instances I did not know until after our

sittings. The reader should remember these facts and names, on

account of what is to follow. I did not expect results of much con-

sequence myself, owing to the fact that I have no immediate dead,

with the exception of two baby brothers, my grandparents and some

uncles and aunts. I therefore could not expect to receive results

of much importance, whatever the power of the lady might be. We
journeyed continuously for two nights and a day, arriving at

Huntington in the early morning hours of Monday, July 23, 1906.

III.

About eight o'clock that morning I telephoned to Dr. X— that

I had arrived with a friend. The Doctor resided in a beautiful park

a short distance in the country. He soon arrived at our hotel with

his carriage; and I introduced my friend, Mr. C. E. Wilson' (Mr.
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Clawson, untlcr his assumed name), to him. The Uoctor then drove

us to his residence for a short time, lie showed us a copy of a

letter to Mrs. Blake which he had dictated a few days hefore, and

which stated that he expected two friends from New York to visit

him ; and that he wished to take them to see her, and he hoped she

would receive them and do the best she could, even if not entirely

recovered from her recent illness. He did not give any names in

his letter; and he assured me that, since the time of answering my
letter to Mrs. Blake at the beginning of our correspondence, he

had never mentioned my name to her.

To the Doctor himself, I was a total stranger, with the excep-

tion of what he had learned of me in my letters to him, and also

what information he had gleaned from my article, "Some Medium-

istic Phenomena," before referred to. The Doctor had in his pos-

session one of Mrs. Blake's double trumpets. We examined this

thoroughly ; and taking it we drove to the Ohio River, and crossed

in a row-boat to Braderick, Ohio. This village consists of about

one dozen cottages situated along the river bank. It was about ten

o'clock in the forenoon, and Professor liyslop had not yet arrived,

the night boat on which he journeyed down the Hudson having

been delayed. We went up the bank and turned to the left to Mrs.

Blake's cottage. The ferry landing is close to her house, and most

of its patronage seems to come from her visitors.

Mr. Blake was sitting on the porch and he received us. He in-

formed us that he had just turned away a number of persons who

desired sittings with Mrs. Blake, and that she could not receive us

professionally. However, we were not to be dismissed in this man-

ner, and we refused to leave without at least seeing her. Mr.

Blake then told us we might enter, while he remained outside to

turn away visitors. We entered the little parlor; and Dr. X

—

stepped through the open doorway and spoke to Mrs. Blake, telling

her he had his two friends with him whom he wished to bring in.

She readily consented and we entered.

She was sitting in a large rocker by the window in her little

room. Her crutches were by her side, and she seemed a very

pleasing, though elderly and frail lady. We were introduced

merely as "friends," and we conversed with her for a few moments.

She said she was born and had resided all of her life within two

and one-half miles of her present home. She explained that she

had possessed her power since a child. She said that as a little

girl she had heard voices in her ears, and that some gentleman had

experimented with her. He found that a closed receptacle confined
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the sounds and made the words clearer. After this, the present

trumpet had been devised, but she could use any closed receptacle.

She said that since her sickness, she had lost her power, so that she

could "get nothing satisfactory any more." She said that her

power was declining so rapidly that she felt she would have to give

up the business entirely. She expressed her willingness to try, but

stated that she could not satisfy any one now like she used to do

when her health was better. Meanwhile, her husband kept coming

in and going out, as if he were watching her closely to prevent her

giving a sitting. She, herself, seemed very accommodating ; and

I felt assured that, but for him, we could conduct some interesting

experiments. Finally Dr. X— went out and talked to him, and

succeeded in securing his consent for a short trial.

Mr. Clawson now seated himself beside the lady, and she in-

structed him to take one end of the trumpet in his palm, while she

did the same with the other end.

In a moment Mr. Clawson remarked, "How heavy that is

getting!" and as he did so, I thought I heard a faint whisper in

the end of the trumpet that Mr. Clawson was holding. It was,

however, so faint that I could not be certain of it. It was more

like a single syllable, the drawing of a breath, or like a hissing

sound, but it was very indistinct. In a moment the trumpet began

to rise toward Mr. Clawson's ear, and the lady said, "Some one

wants to speak to you, sir
;
place the trumpet to your ear." He did

so, and she placed the other end to her ear.

Whispered voices in the trumpet now began to address Mr.

Clawson, but from the outside I could not understand what was

said. Mr. Clawson seemed unable to do much better, and it ap-

peared that the sitting would prove a failure on this account. Mrs.

Blake now spoke and said, "Please try and speak plainly, dear

friend, so that the gentleman can understand you." The voice now
seemed to become more distinct, and Mr. Clawson asked the ques-

tion, "Who are you ?" He did not appear to understand the reply

;

for he repeated his question a few times, as one does at a poorly-

working telephone. Finally I heard him say, "You say you are my
brother Eddie?" Mr. Clawson seemed confused at being unable to

understand the many w'hispered words in the spoken sentences ; and

turning to me, he said, "You take the trumpet and see if you can

understand any better."

I may here remark that up to this time I did not know that

Mr. Clawson had a dead brother "Edward," and that I supposed

this to be an error until afterwards. During the time that the voices
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were speaking-, Mrs. Blake's lips were tightly closed, and there was
no motion of them. She appeared to be listening intently to the

voices, and trying to follow the conversation.

I now took the trumpet. A voice spoke a lengthy sentence or

more, which was so inarticulate that I could not understand it.

Finally I heard the words, "Can't you hear me?"
"Yes. Who are you?" I replied.

"I am your brother and I want to talk to mother. Tell her. . . .,"

responded the voice, the last words becoming indistinct.

"What shall I tell her?" I asked. The voice then took the tone

of a child's voice, low, and almost vocal, and said, "Tell her that

I love her."

The only dead brother that I have, who was old enough to

talk before his death, was named "Thomas." He was two years

older than I, and three years old at death. I now said, "Give me
your name." The voice then repeated an inarticulate name many
times, but I could not understand it. It appeared to sound like

"Artie" or "Arthur." In fact it sounded first like one, and then

like the other would sound, were I to try to whisper them in an

inarticulate manner. I did not repeat these names, and the voice

gave up the attempt. I now handed the trumpet to Mr. Clawson,

and the voice kept repeating, "I want to talk to my brother," so he

gave the trumpet back to me.

"Whom do you want to talk to?" I asked.

"I want to talk to my brother Davie—brother Davie Abbott,"

responded the voice. I could hear the name "Abbott" repeated sev-

eral times after this, and then the voice finally ceased.

Mr. Clawson now took the trumpet. I may remark that al-

though Mr. Clawson's parents, and also a little son who was never

named, were dead, his whole heart was set on obtaining a com-

munication from his daughter Georgia, who had recently died ; and

unless he could do this, the whole sitting was a failure as far as he

was concerned. This daughter had been very affectionate, and had

always called her mother by the pet names of "Muz" and "Muzzie."

She also generally called her father "Daddie," in a playful way.

She had recently graduated from a school of dramatic art, and

while there had become affianced to a young gentleman whose
Christian name is "Archimedes." He is usually called "Ark" for

short. Mr. Clawson had these facts in mind, intending to use them

as a matter of identification.

- A voice now addressed Mr. Clawson, saying, "I am your

brother."
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"Who else is there? Any of my relatives?" asked Mr. Claw-

"Your mother is here," responded the voice.

"Who else is there?"

"Your baby."

"Let the baby speak and give its name," requested Mr. Claw-

son.

This was followed by many indistinct words that could not be

understood. Finally a name was pronounced that Mr. Clawson

understood to be "Edna." He had no child of that name ; but in

what followed, although his lips addressed the name "Edna," his

whole mind addressed his daughter, "Georgia."

"Edna, if you are my daughter, tell me what was your pet name

for me?" he asked.

"I called you Daddie," the voice replied.

"What was your pet name for your mother?"

"I called her Muz, and sometimes Muzzie," responded the voice.

"What is my name?" asked Mr. Clawson, but the reply was

so indistinct that it could not be understood.

I now took the trumpet, but received nothing satisfactory

—

merely inarticulate words. Soon I was quite sure that I heard a

voice announcing, "This is Grandma Daily." My grandmother on

my mother's side was Mrs. Daily ; but as she had always called me
"Davie" as a child, and as the names "Daily" and "Davie," when

whispered, sound very similar, I decided that possibly the voice had

whispered, "This is Grandma, Davie." I did not wish to misinter-

pret sounds and thus aid the lady, and I desired to be very certain

of all of my tests; so I did not repeat the name "Daily," as most

persons would have done. I waited, expecting the voice to pro-

nounce the name unmistakably.

A number of inarticulate sentences which I could not under-

stand were now spoken. However, among the words I heard first

the name "Harvey," and then "Dave." After this I heard the name

"Dave Harvey." Next, I heard the initials "J. A.," and I also heard

a name that seemed to be "Asa." I have an uncle who is dead, and

whose name was "Richard Harvey." The name of his son who is

now living is "David Harvey." An uncle of mine who is dead

was called by the name of "Asa," but his name had been given in

my article referred to before. I have a living brother whose initials

are "J. A."

Mr. Clawson now took the trumpet and attempted to talk to

some inarticulate voices. Finally a voice said, "I am Grandma."
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"Grandma who?" asked Mr. Clawson. I could not understand

the reply; hut I heard Mr. Clawson repeat, "Grandma Daily?" with

a rising inflection. He then turned to me and said, "That is pretty

good. The voice says that Grandma Daily is here."

.\t this point Mrs. lilake terminated the sitting, claiming that

her strength was leaving her. It had lasted probably twenty min-

utes. At one time Mrs. l")lake had turned her back to me so as to

use her other ear. At this time her face was next to the wall, and

I could not see her lips ; but I thought I detected a twitching of the

muscles of the throat. The sounds were really in the trumpet, and

there was no doubt that they did not issue from the nose or mouth

of Mrs. Blake.

A few times during the sitting she took the trumpet from her

ear, allowing it to rest in her palm. This would be for an instant

at a time. During such time there was no cessation of the voices

in the trumpet ; but the fingers of her hand that were over the end

of it seemed to be separated. At such times the voices seemed to

originate at her hand, and were not so distinct as usual. When the

trumpet was at her ear they seemed to originate there.

After the sitting, we told Mrs. Blake that we had a friend who
would arrive on the next train. We stated that we very earnestly

desired him to meet her, and finally she agreed that we should

bring him and return in the evening. Then we presented her with a

neat sum (as we desired her best services), and took our departure.

We crossed the river, returned to the home of our friend Dr.

X— , and then sent a driver to the train to see if Prof. Hyslop

would arrive. Mr. Clawson went with the Doctor's driver to the

train. In a short time they returned, bringing Professor Hyslop

with them. Immediately after noon we dictated to the Doctor's

stenographer a concise account of our morning sitting. It is from

these records made at the time that this account is taken. Each

of us dictated separately all that he could remember. We then

compared our reports and corrected them.

A little later in the afternoon, we drove to the river again and

crossed to Mrs. Blake's cottage. We were received, and had quite

an interesting conversation with her. During this time Professor

Hyslop questioned her minutely about the history of her case. We
desired a sitting, but she declined to give us both a daylight and

a dark seance ; so we waited a few moments, as it was rapidly

growing dark ; and we then had a dark sitting, intending to have

a daylight sitting the following day if possible. Mrs. Blake agreed
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to this, and said if her strength did not fail her, she would give

us a sitting the following morning.

It now became quite dark, and we arranged ourselves around a

small table. We were conversing at the time ; and having my mind

intently on her work, I thoughtlessly said to Mr. Clawson, "Mr.

Cla— , take this seat." The others were talking at the time, I was
not speaking loudly, and I discovered my error in time to omit the

last syllable. I was quite sure that it was not noticed at the time,

but this fact must be remembered.

Mrs. Blake sat on my left, and Professor Hyslop sat on her left.

At the opposite end of the table sat Dr. X— and his brother-in-law

who had just happened to come in. Mr. Clawson sat at one side of

the room, holding the hand of Mr. Blake. Professor Hyslop and

myself declined to hold the hands of Mrs. Blake, as we cared noth-

ing whatever for physical manifestations, but desired only mental

phenomena which would be of the same value whether given in

darkness or in light.

We sat a very long time, and it seemed that nothing was to

occur. Finally a blue light floated over the table between us, and

another appeared near the floor close to where Mr. Clawson and

Mr. Blake were sitting. The trumpet on the table was also lifted

up over my head and dropped to the floor by my side.

Finally, the deep-toned voice of a man spoke. It appeared to

be about a foot above and behind Mrs. Blake's head. The voice

was melodious, soft, low in pitch, and very distinct. This is the

voice that is claimed to be that of her dead son, Abe. There was

a note of sadness in it, and it spoke these words: "My friends, I

am sorry to say that owing to my mother's weak condition, it will

be impossible for us to give any manifestations that will be worth

anything this evening. We deeply regret this, but it is beyond our

power to give you anything of value, as she is very weak."

It is hardly necessary to say that we refused to take this state-

ment as a dismissal, but continued to remain. In a short time we
heard a man's voice of a dififerent tone entirely, which Dr. X

—

recognized as the voice of his grandfather. These voices were open,

—that is, they were in no trumpet and were vocal. The tone of this

last voice was that of a very old man, and the conversation was

commonplace. Soon a much more robust and powerful man's voice

spoke, and said: "James, we will' give way to the others." This

voice Dr. X— recognized as the usual voice which claimed to be

that of his father.

A lady's voice now addressed Professor Hyslop, and some
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little conversation was carried on. but with no satisfactory results.

I now reached down to the floor, and takinj^ the trumpet, placed

one end to my ear and j^^ave the other end to Mrs. Blake. The

voices issiiint; from it could be heard by the other persons ])resent.

'Jlie first voice appeared to be that of a pjirl, so I handed the

trumpet to Mr. CMawson. The voice said, "Don't you know me,

Daddie?"

"Who arc you, I^lna?" asked Mr. Clawson.

"Why. you know me Daddie." answered the voice.

"Arc you Edna Jackson?" a.sked Mr. Clawson. This was the

name of a dead friend of his daughter.

"You know I am not Edna Jack.son, " responded the voice.

"If you arc my daughter, tell me where mamma is."

"At home."

"Yes. but where?" insisted Mr. Clawson. The rejily to this

was inarticulate, but resembled "Kansas City," which was the cor-

rect place.

"Is she in St. Louis?" he asked.

"You know she is not," the voice replied.

"Is she in St. Joe?"

"No, no. She is in ," replied the voice. The first

words were given with great energy and were almost vocal, but the

last words were inarticulate. The latter, however, resembled "Kan-

sas City." I then asked the voice to repeat the name, but it grew

so weak that I could not distinguish the words. So far, everything

was entirely unsatisfactory, and we were greately discouraged.

I now took the trumpet. That the reader may fully understand

what is to follow, I shall state a few facts. My Grandmother

Daily, in the latter part of her life, resided in the country in Andrew

County, Missouri. There my mother grew up. My grandmother

died thirteen years ago. My mother's maiden name was "Sarah

Frances Daily." She was always known to all as "Fannie Daily,"

and where she now resides is known to every one as "Fannie Ab-

bott." Even Mr. Clawson did not then know her correct Christian

name. My eldest sister, Ada, who is now Mrs. Humphrey, was

residing in the village of Verdon, Nebraska. She and I as children,

used to visit our grandmother, Mrs. Daily, and we were great

favorites with her. She always called my sister "Adie," and myself

"Davie." This was many years ago.

A voice in the trumpet now addressed me. claiming to be that

of my grandmother. Mrs. Daily.

"Well, Grandma, what do vou wish to sav?" I asked.
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"Davie, I love you, and I am all right. It is all right Davie,

it is all right ; and I want }Ou to tell your mother that you talked

to me, and tell your father, too," said the voice.

"You want me to tell my mother and my father that you

talked to me?" I repeated, hardly knowing what to say.

"Yes, Davie, and tell Adic, too," replied the voice very plainly.

"Tell whom?" I asked, being greatly surprised, as this came upon

me like a gleam of light out of a chasm of darkness.

"Tell Adie, too," the voice again repeated. It certainly seemed

incredible that this voice could manifest such intimate knowledge

of my family's names, one thousand miles away. I thereupon de-

cided to further test this knowledge.

"Grandma, what relation is Ada to me?" I quickly asked.

"Why, sister Adie, Davie. Tell sister Adie. You know what

I mean—tell sister Adie." This had come so suddenly that I was

for a moment dumbfounded ; but I quickly decided to ask a test

question that I did not think the voice could answer.

"Grandma, now if this is really you talking to me, you know
my mother's first name. Tell it to me," I said.

"Sarah," answered the voice, quick as a flash. It was so

quickly answered that the name "Sarah" had not entered my own
consciousness at the instant. I had asked the test question so very

quickly, that I had given all of my thought to the question, and none

to tJie correct anszcer; and I had dimly in my consciousness only

the name "Fannie." Thus the name "Sarah" really momentarily

surprised me, and I had to think a mere instant before I realized

that it was correct. I did not repeat the name for fear of a mis-

interpretation of sounds.

"What do you say it is?" I again asked.

"Sarah," again the voice plainly responded. There could be

no mistake, but I did not repeat the name as most would have done.

"Mrs. Blake, what do you understand that name to be?" I

asked, turning to her.

"Why, it sounds like Sary," she replied. I then conceived the

idea of having the voice give the first names of Mrs. Daily's other

children, but it here disappeared. I ask the reader to substitute

himself for the writer, and for the names "Ada," and "Sarah," to

substitute names in his own family ; and then to go over the fore-

going dialogue, using these substituted names ; to imagine himself

in a strange country among strangers, and then to note the peculiar

efitect upon himself. He will then understand the peculiar subjec-
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tive effect that this had upon the writer. .\ gentleman's voice now
.spoke inarticulately.

"Let my uncle come." I said.

"Let our mutual uncle come," sjjokc Mr. Clawson. This ques-

tion, conveying within itself our relationship, being spoken. I now
said, ''Yes, let our mutual uncle come."

"Well, I am here," spoke a man's voice near the table top in

a few moments.

"If you are our uncle, give us your name." I recpiested.

"Dave, I am Uncle Dave," now spoke the voice. We had an

uncle whose Christian name was "David Patter.son," and who was

dead.

"If you are Uncle Dave, tell me your second name," I re-

quested. The voice pronounced a name that resembled "Parker."

It began with the letter "P," but we could not understand what

followed.

"Dave, you were named after me," continued the voice.

"What is your last name?" I asked. This was ".Kbljott" : but

the voice replied with an inarticulate sentence, in which we distin-

guished the name "Harvey." My uncle Richard Marvey and the

uncle whose voice this purported to be. were (juitc intimate many
years ago.

One remarkable feature of the voice which claimed to be that

of my uncle David, was that it resembled his voice when alive, to

an extent sufficient to call to my uiind a inciital picture of his ap-

pearance ; and for an instant to give me that inner feeling of his

l)resence that hearing a well-known voice always produces in one.

/ said nothiii!^ of this at the time. I may say that during all of our

sittings, uo other voice bore any rcsoublance to the I'oice of the

person to whom it claimed to beloui^, so far as I was able to detect.

As this inicle had died only a few years before, I have a vivid re-

membrance of his voice.

At this point Abe's voice spoke and said. "Gentlemen, you will

have to excuse my mother for this evening. Her strength is ex-

hausted."

We now asked permission to return the following morning.

Mr. Blake agreed to go to a telephone on the following morning,

and to "call up" Dr. X— and to inform him if Mrs. lUake were

well enough to receive us. We now took our departure. When
crossing the river in the darkness I asked Professor Hyslop if he had

heard my "slip of the tf)ngue." Dr. X— si)oke u|) and said that he

had, but that he thought that Mrs. Blake did not hear it. Mr.
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Clawson now incautiously spoke and said, "Well, it doesn't matter.

I do not care who knows who I am. I am George Clawson of

Kansas City, and there is no use to conceal it." He was so dis-

appointed at getting nothing definite from his daughter "Georgia,"

that he forgot his discretion. While still on the river Mr. Clawson

spoke to me and said, "Did you notice how that voice sounded like

Uncle Dave's when it first spoke?" I replied that I did, hut that

I had thought it to be partly my own imagination. The other

parties in the boat will remember this conversation.

The following morning Mr. Blake telephoned our friend, and

announced his willingness to receive us. As soon as we had dic-

tated our reports of the previous evening, Professor Hyslop, Mr.

Clawson, and myself started for Mrs. Blake's house. Dr. X— did

not accompany us, but remained at home to attend to other duties.

We arrived at the cottage in due time, and found Mrs. Blake in

excellent spirits and much improved physically. A little grand-

daughter of Mrs. Blake's was playing in the street and entered with

us. This pretty little child was but four years of age and seemed

a great favorite with her grandmother.

Mrs. Blake informed us that this child was developing a power

just like her own. We asked for a demonstration. Professor

Hyslop took the little child on his lap, and I gave her one end of the

trumpet. Immediately whisperings in the trumpet could be heard,

but I could understand nothing except the question, "Can you hear

me?"
Mrs. Blake now took the trumpet. She and I allowed its two

ends to rest in our palms for a few moments. Soon it rolled on

our palms one-half of a revolution. I now heard a syllable of a vocal

voice which appeared to originate near the end of the trumpet in

Mrs. Blake's hand. I placed the trumpet to my ear, but could

understand nothing. In a short time the inarticulate voice seemed to

have changed to the whisperings of a lady. Finally, Mrs. Blake said,

"I believe they want to talk to you, sir." This remark was ad-

dressed to Mr. Clawson. whose identity, so far as we knew, was

entirely unknown to Mrs. Blake. She makes it a rule to ask no

questions, and apparently scorns being given any information, even

to the name of her sitter. Up to this time Mr. Clawson had been

standing very close to Mrs. Blake and intently watching her. I

noticed this and feared it would embarrass her. I now surrendered

the trumpet to Mr. Clawson. I seated myself so that I could hold

my right ear against the middle of the trumpet, and I faced Mr.

Clawson, thus carelessly turning my back upon Mrs. Blake.
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Instantly tlic voice appeared exceedini^^ly loud and strong, and

I could understand the wDrds from the outside with perfect clear-

ness. I will mention the fact that from this time forward, in about

one-half of Mr. Clawson's tests. I could understand the words from

the outside of the trumpet and thus assure myself that he did not

misinter])ret the sounds. In his (jther tests I had to trust entirely

to his sense of hearing and his own discretion.

"Who is this?" asked Mr. Clawson.

"Grandma Dail\ ," responded the voice.

"How do you do, Tirandma? I used to know you, didn't I?"

asked Mr. Clawson.

"How do you do,George? I want to talk to Davie," responded

the voice. "I can hear you from here. Grandma," I said from my
position beside the trumpet.

"He gives her strength ; that is why she speaks so much

stronger now," said Mrs. Blake, indicating Mr. Clawson.

"Keep your position. I can hear her from here," I said to

Mr. Clawson.

"Grandma, tell me the names of some of those big boys of

yours," requested Mr. Clawson. Here some inarticulate words

could be heard, but could not be understood.

I must state that I have a living aunt by the name of Mrs.

Benight, who is a daughter of my Grandmother Daily. She re-

sides in the country in Buchanan County, Missouri, and is not known

far from home. Practically all of her life has been spent within

a radius of a few miles from there. Her first name is "Melissa,"

but she has always been known by the name of "Lissie." At the

time of this sitting Mr. Clawson did not know of this aunt, but he

did know of her dead sister, Mrs. Cora Holt. This he had learned

from my Open Court article referred to before. It was this last

name that Mr. Clawson had in mind during what followed.

"Grandma, tell me the first name of one of your daughters,"

requested Mr. Clawson.
" ." The reply I could not understand from the out-

side.

"Lizzie?—Lizzie?—You say Lizzie?" asked Mr. Clawson. I

could hear the reply between each of these questions, but could not

understand it. After the sitting when crossing the river, I asked

Mr. Clawson about this incident. He said that the name seemed

undoubtedly to be "Lizzie," but that the letter "z" seemed to have

more of the sound of "s." Up to this moment, strange to say, the

name "Lissie" had not occurred to me ; but when he spoke of the
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sonntl of the letters, I immediately thought of this aunt and informed

him of her. I then learned that he did not know of her.

"What is the name of Dave's mother?" now asked Mr. Claw-

son.

"Sarah," answered the voice.

"Yes, but she has another name. What is her other name?"
asked Mr. Clawson.

"Daily."

"That is not what I mean. Give me her other name," continued

Mr. Clawson.

"Abbott," answered the voice.

"That is not what I mean. She has another name. What
do I call her when I speak to her? I call her by some other name.

What do I call her?" insisted Mr. Clawson.

"Aunt Fannie. Don't you think I know my own daughter's

name, George?" plainly spoke the voice, so that I could understand

the words outside.

"I know you do, Grandma, but I wanted to ask you for the

sake of proving your identity," continued Mr. Clawson.

"I want Davie to tell his mother and his father that he talked

to me, that I am all right, and I don't want him to forget it. Davie,

I want you to be good and pray, and meet me over here," continued

the voice, speaking plainly so that I could hear outside.

When I used to visit my dear old grandmother many years ago,

upon parting with me she would invariably shed tears, and say,

"Davie, be good and pray, and meet me in heaven.'' These were

the last words she ever spoke to me.

As I write these lines there comes before my eyes a vision.

I am looking back through the vista of the years. I see an old-

fashioned homestead in the hills of Alissouri. There is a grassy

yard and the great trees cast their shadows on the sward. The
sunlight is glinting down through the leaves, and an aged lady stands

at the door. Her form is stooped ; and her withered hand, which

trembles violently, is supported by a cane. The tears are streaming

down her cheeks, for she knows it is the last time she will look upon

the youth who stands before her. Before the lady lies but the dark-

ness of the approaching night. Before the youth stretches the

waving green fields of the future, lighted by the sunlight of hope.

Each knows it to be the last parting on earth, for the lady is very

feeble. Her trembling hand clings to mine, while with tears stream-

ing down her aged cheeks she says these words : "Davie, be good and

pray, and meet me in heaven." I turn from her, a choking sensa-
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tion in my throat, and I hurry to the old-fashioned gate. I can not

trust myself to speak ; but I look back at her, and she is watching

me as far as her dim eyes can see. Then she slowly totters back

to her lonely room.

The vision has vanished. It lingers but in the mists of memory.

'Jhc dear old grandmother sleeps these many years in the grave-yard ;

the youth has grown to manhood, the snows of approaching winter

already glisten in his hair, and the fleeting years are hurrying all

too (juickly.

W^ith the exception of the words "over here" in ])lace of the

word "heaven," these last words spoken by the voice were the

identical words which my grandmother spoke to me the last time I

ever heard her voice. Uut 1 must not write this article to express

sentiment, neither must 1 permit it to inter])ret facts. I must merely

report what occurred with sacred accuracy.

Just after the last words spoken by my grandmother's supposed

voice, the loud voice of a man broke into the conversation. It was

vocal in tone, low in pitch, and had a weird effect.

"How do you do?" said the voice.

"How do you do. sir? Who are you?" asked Mr. Clawson.

"Grandpa." replied the voice.

"Grandpa who?" asked ]\Ir. Clawson.

"Grandpa Abbott." said the voice and it repeated, hurriedly,

a name that sounded like "David Abbott"; and then the voice ex-

pired with a sound as of some one choking or strangling, as it went

off dimly and vanished. "David" was my grandfather Abbott's

Christian name.

The lady now laid the trumpet down in her lap and said, "Let

it rest in our hands until we regain strength." In a few moments

she turned her chair so as to face the opposite direction, and said,

"I will use my other ear ; my arm is tired."

Now, while they were resting. I determined to offer a sugges-

tion to the lady indirectly, and to note what the effect would be.

Turning to Mr. Clawson, but not calling him by name. I remarked,

"It is strange that those we want so much do not come; that your

daughter, to whom you would rather talk than to any one, does

not speak to you. You have evidently talked to her, and she seems

to identify herself ; but is it not strange that she does not give her

name correctly?" I said this in order to convey to the lady the fact

that the name which ajjpeared to be "lulna" was not the correct

name of the gentleman's daughter.
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When next he raised the trumpet to his ear a whispered voice

said, "Dad(He, I am here."

"Who are yon?" asked Mr. Clawson.

"Georgia," rephed the voice.

"Georgia? Georgia, is this really you?" asked Mr. Clawson,

with intense emotion and earnestness.

"Yes, Daddie. Didn't you think I knew my own name?" asked

the voice.

"I thought you did, Georgia, but could not understand why

you would not tell it to me. Where do we live, Georgia?"

"In Kansas City," responded the voice, and then continued,

"Daddie, I am so glad to talk to you, and so glad you came here to

see me. I wish you could see my beautiful home. We have liowers

and music every day."

"Georgia, what is the name of your sweetheart to whom you

were engaged?" now asked Mr. Clawson.
" ." The reply could not be understood.

"Georgia, spell the name," requested Mr. Clawson.

"A—r—c. Ark," responded the voice, spelling out the letters

and then pronouncing the name.

"Give me his full name, Georgia," requested Mr. Clawson.

"Archimedes," now responded the voice.

"Will you spell the name for me?" asked Mr. Clawson who

wished to prevent a misinterpretation of sounds.

"A—r—c—h—i—m—e—d—e—s," spelled the voice.

"Where is Ark, Georgia ?" now asked Mr. Clawson. The reply

could not be understood, but an inarticulate sentence was spoken

ending with a word wdiich sounded like "Denver."

"Do you say he is in Denver, Georgia?" asked Mr. Clawson.

"No, no," responded the voice loudly and almost vocally, and

then continued, "He is in New York." This, Mr. Clawson after-

wards informed me, was correct ; but he thought the gentleman was

at the time out of New York City, though somewhere in that state.

"Daddie, I want to tell you something. Ark is going to marry

another girl," now continued the voice.

"Georgia, you say Ark is going to marry another girl?" asked

Mr. Clawson.

"Yes, Daddie, but it's all right. It's all right now. He does

not love her as he did me, but it is all right. I do not care now.

I would like to talk to Muzzie," continued the voice.

Here a voice, vocal in tone and of the depth of a man's, broke

into the conversation. Mr. Clawson, who could not restrain his
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tears, owing^ to the intense dramatic effect of the recent conversa-

tion, stepped for an instant into the adjoining^ room to obtain con-

trol of his emotions and to recover his self-possession.

I placed the trumpet to my ear and the man's voice said, "I

want to talk to Davie. Davie, do you know me?"

"No. Who are you?" I replied.

"Grandpa Dail\', Davie. Till \our mother that T talked to

VdU, Davie."

"Vou want me to tell my mother you talked to me?" I asked.

"Yes, and tell your father, too," resiJondiMJ iIk- voice. Mr.

Clawson hail by this time returned to the room; and. impetuously

seizinij the trumpet from my hand and placinj^ it to his ear, ex-

claimed, "Hello, Grandpa! I used to know you, didn't I?"

"Of course you did," responded the voice.

"Who am I, Grandpa?"

"Oh, 1 know y(ni well. You are George Clawson. I know you

well." This response of the voice was just as loud and plain as if

a gentleman were in the room conversing with us.

"Grandpa, tell us the name of that river we used to cross when

we went over to your house?" now asked I\Ir. Clawson.

The voice answered inarticulately ; and although the question

was repeated several times, no response could be obtained that could

be understood. The river is known as "The Hundred-and-Two."

If a correct answer had been given, we should have considered it

quite evidential. The voice gradually grew weaker ; and then a

lady's voice spoke and apparently addressed Professor Hyslop. The

latter gentleman took the trumpet ; but the words were weak, being

mere whispers, and nothing definite could be understood.

Mrs. Blake then said, "We can't understand you. Now please

give way to those who can speak more loudly." I now took the

trumpet and a gentleman's voice addressed me in vocal tones. I

asked who was speaking, and the voice responded, "Grandpa Abbott."

I now asked the voice to give me my father's name. This it was

unable to do. However, it pronounced an inarticulate name that

resembled "Alexander." The first two letters were certainly "A"

and "L," but we could not be certain of that which followed. Mr.

Clawson tried to get a response, but could do no better, and the

voice grew weak. My father's full Christian name is "George

Alexander." Mr. Clawson knew his middle initial ; but mitil after

all of our sittings, did not know for what it stood.

Here another loud, vocal, gentleman's voice spoke and said,

"Gentlemen, you will have to excuse my mother. Her strength is
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exhausted." This voice was identical with the one of the evening

before, which claimed to he that of her son Abe.

During- the sitting, at one time, when the trumpet lay in the

lap and while Mrs. Blake was conversing in her natural tones, the

short guttural syllable of a gentleman's voice spoke, at what seemed

afterwards to be the same instant that she was speaking. I noticed

that her own voice ceased instantly as if she had been interrupted.

I was not expecting this, and could not be certain whether the two

voices spoke simultaneously, or whether the illusion was produced

by the rapid alternation of the voices coming unexpectedly. This

occurred again in the afternoon of this second day.

Mr. Clawson now walked out upon the porch with Professor

Hyslop, where he shed tears. He remarked, "I feel just as I did the

day we buried her ; and I have surely talked to my dead daughter

this day."

I remained inside to try and induce Mrs. Blake to cross the

river that afternoon, and visit our friend's office. She seemed well

enough ; and I told her candidly that I desired to have a photo-

graph taken with her in the group, and that I expected to write an

account of my experiments for some publication. This seemed to

please her and she readily agreed to go, providing we would send

the carriage, and also if w^e could secure the consent of her husband.

This we now did. The latter was away at the beginning of this

sitting, but had just returned. He consented, although the ride

must be for several miles, as it was necessary to drive down the

river to a large ferry.

[to be continued.]
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I
CAN understand that tlic (irdiiiary student should t^o to Sanskrit

and to the slopes of the Himalayas for the ori<(in of the word

"Christ." I cannot understand why the learned Dr. Cams g^ocs to

such sources. My reference is to his article in the I*"el)ruary number.

Our dear simple old Herodotus, who would have made a very

second-rate newspaper reporter, hut on whom we must lean for

much that we get from no other, tells us that the Greeks derived

the names of nearly all their deities from Egypt. It could scarcely

be otherwise. Xo peoi)le before or since have searched after God
through so many labyrinths ; none have left so many and such sub-

stantial memorials of their religious devotion. That they symbolized

Deity and his accessories in every conceivable way, indeed in ways

which are far beyond our modern conceptions or appreciation, ex-

cited the contempt of Cambyses and invoked the satires of Juvenal

;

but to the liberal and philosophic intellect, which recognizes religion

in its every manifestation as a cry from the depths, as gropings of

the finite for the Infinite, there can be no contempt and no satire

;

it is only a question of crude ideals and refined ideals.

But I did not set out to apologize for the Egyptian religion.

Those who have seen even the Seba-u or "propylons" of their mag-

nificent temples, or who reflect that the Sphinx is as ancient as the

period usually assigned to Adam and Eve, should know that such

religious splendor in so many ages must have cast its light wherever

that "land of the shadowy wings sent her ambassadors by the sea."

I dare to follow and supplement Herodotus. Let nie suggest

that the Egyptian verb Ta or Da, "to give," is the The-os of the

Greek and the De-us of the Latin. Others have correctly urged

that the Latin word Natura, our word Nature, is the Egyptian word

Neter, rendered "God," "Divine." I suggest that Ze-us is from the

symbol "eye" of the Sun of Summer called Uza-t. Even Jupiter

may be E-Gypt-Ur or "great Egypt," a name of the adored Nile.
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I feel safe in asserting that A-Phrodite is Pha-Raa-Da-t, "g-ift-of-

the-Sun," or Pha-Raa-Tut. "vestal-of-the-Sim," with A or E pros-

thetic ; and long ago her probable shrine at r>ethlehcm was called

E-Phera-ath-ah, for Naomi asks to be called Mar, and Mar-y in

Egyptian means "beloved." Paradise, the Hebrew Paredes or "or-

chard," I suggest to be the Egyptian Pa-Rud or "the growing"

;

hence the town Arad was on the verge of the desert. The Hebrew
Dad or "David" seems to be Osiris-Dadd-u or Tatt-u ; hence "City

of David" or Kir-Dad bore the same name as Daddu or "Mendes"
;

and so Kar Thad-ah or "Carthage" is "City of Did-o" or Thad-ah

;

which diversity arises from there being no letter D in Egyptian save

the T or Th. I must also advance the opinion that Hades is a form

of Ho Dua or "the Dua-t" or Tua-t, a frequent name in Egyptian for

the Unseen World ; and I call attention to Ho-Du or "India" (Esth.

i. i) into which Hadas-ah or Eseter made her descent at the order

of Marduk to rescue the beloved Jehudah ; there meeting the giant

Haman, the I-Gig-i or "archangel," the Latin Gig-as, son of Ha-

Medath or "the tall," and whose roof covered a gallows fifty feet

high, and wdio as A-Gag had to be hewn in pieces at one time in

order to be handled ; but the Ezekiel begins the story of Haman-Gog
or Og, and there is much of it ; the name originating probably from

the Egyptian word Kek or Geg, "night," "dark."*

But more important to the present purpose is the Latin name

Mercury, the Greek Herm-es, who as "^Heram of Tyre built the

temple without noise of axe or hammer. In Egypt he was Ta'^hut, the

Greek "Thoth," and in Hebrew Ta^'hut means "under," "beneath."

He was in Egypt also called Ap Re'^h-ui or "Judge of the Combat-

ants," Horus and Set, and Ab Rech (Gen. xli. 43) may be identical

with Joseph. "Thoth" was lord of Maa, or "truth," and of Maa
•'Heru or "true words," and from Maa ^Heru we perhaps have

"A'ler-Cur-y," who was messenger or herald of the gods. Thoth

was lord of speech. His oracle at Delphi was associated with his

name Pa-Hib or "the lb-is," hence Ph-Oeb-os or Phcebus.

Now Dr. Carus advances the very startling and astute propo-

sition that when the writers of the Septuagint rendered Meshia'^h

by Christos they did not mean a translation of the former word, but

an identification of the person meant by that title with some similar

concept. His position is grounded on arguments which seem to

me hard to gainsay.

* In Chaldsan mythism or folk-lore the Igig-i were heavenly archangels,

and the Anunak-i were the earthly, but the Aanak-im at least were men of

Med-ath (Num. xiii. 32) to Bene Israel, and Haman was a son.
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At the period when the Scptuapfint was prepared, say B. C. loo,

all the schools of speculative thought around the Mediterranean were

discussini,'^ the Logics. Under its personality as Ta*^hut the Egyp-

tians had evidently ended such metaphysics lon<; hefore Cadmus is

supposed to have come into Greece. They invariahly placed after the

name of the deceased on the funeral papyri the words Maa ''Her-u.

These pa])\ri contained one or more cha])ters of hooks helieved to

have heen written by Ta'hut, and which were to s'uide and shield

the soul in its journey throus^h the Shades till it reached Aalu.

Without these '^Tleru the soid would he lost. In classic m\tliolo}^y

we often find Hermes or Mercury escorting^ the soul, while in

Ej:;'vi)t the word of Ta'^hut not only shielded the dead, but had

created the world. He was the personified Loj^os or "Word" ; the

^Heru or "voice" that consecrated the living and the dead, and gave

them the true ''Ileru.

It is not necessary to use the word Meshia'^h in the strict sense

of "anointed" any more than in its original sense of "sweeping-over."

Saul and Cyrus are each called Meshia'^h, but it is rather in the

sense of a representative, messenger, intermediary, through or by

whom Jehoah would speak or act. This was the function of "Thoth"

the divine Se'^hai, and of Hermes and Mercurius. Indeed, as

"writer" or Se'^h, we may have the word Mc-Sia'^h, as the syllable

Me or Ma is often in Hebrew merely enunciative, adding nought

apparent to the sense, and as the Egyptian "scribe" or Se'^h he would

connect with the Greek Log-os. Nay, more : Se'^h was also Egyptian

for "tongue," which is yet more to the point ; and we have the fiery

tongues at Pentecost which taught the disciples new languages

;

though this teacher seems to have been what the Hebrew calls the

holy Rua'^h, which at the creation "rubbed" or "softened" a Peth

or "hole" in the face of the waters ; and perhaps the ReMi or "coun-

sellor" of the Egyptian, for Ma-Ra'^h, "rubbed," "softened," means

also "to persuade," and in Arabic it means "to anoint" with oil,

so that I suspect not only its connection with the Egyptian word

but also with Me-Shia'^h, which would thus be much the same as

Rua«^h or "spirit," "breath," "wind."

It must be allowed that the Egyptian word Me^hu or "crowned"

may give us the Hebrew word Meshia'^h or "anointed," but for

reasons here stated I question if the idea of "crowned" entered into

the name Christos of the Scptuagint. But I must confess that the

Egyptian word She'^haa presents more difficulties, as it means

"crowned."

The Egyptian letter ''H is a highly aspirated II, and is usually
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transcribed by the Greeks as X, and vice versa. The vahic of the

Greek X in EngHsh is usually Ch. The ^Hcru of the Egyptian

would thus be Cheru, or Ch-R. These latter two letters form the

famous XP cryptogram of the early Christians. That this referred

to Christ is generally accepted, but perhaps as the "Word" that the

Greek John Gospel said was made flesh, and which was in the be-

ginning, and was God. A Greek or Jew, writing at Alexandria

when the Septuagint was prepared, and while the Log-os was subject

to many ramifications of thought, would have a different view of

the Mesia*^h from the Galilean of a century or two later. The Gali-

lean would understand from rhapsodists, like Joel and Malachi, that

the great day of Jehoah was to be preceded by some warning mes-

senger, such as the fiery charioteer Elijah, the ti-Shib-i or "re-

turner," but that Jehoah himself (Juaa in Egyptian means the

"Coming-One") would in person re-establish his kingdom. On the

contrary, the scholar at Alexandria, with few illusions, and envi-

roned by the mystical and metaphysical ideas of Egypt and Greece,

would construe Mesia'-li as some agent or agency emanating from

the Divine Order or Supreme Intelligence, and working as noise-

lessly in nature as did '^Heram or Herm-es at building the temple

;

and this is seen in the Greek Gospel of John, where Jesus is called

the Logos, is made to speak of the Paraklete or "Comforter," and

to say (xvii. 17) of God "thy word is truth," in the sense of Maa
•^Heru, since it w^as to sanctify them. The Jewish concept was prac-

tical, and grew out of a condition of oppression which called for a

deliverer, and it is curious that the man who began the revolt which

ended in the destruction of Jerusalem by Titus was Me-Na'^hem or

"Comforter." The Greek or Egyptian idea was psychologic or

phrenic, and Paraklete to them must have represented the inward

monitor which we call by the curious name "conscience," though

personified as a divine message and messenger or adviser, such as

Ta^hut was to the gods and Athene to Ulysses.

It was this warning "voice" or ^Heru, which as Cheru we may
have as Christos, the substitute for Messia'^h in the Septuagint ; an

Egyptian ^vord for Log-os. Dr. Carus may thus have firm founda-

tion for his opinion if he would only seek it in the nearest field,

though I am aware that the word in proximate forms has relative

meanings in several languages. It was only in Egyptian eschatology,

however, that we find the '^Heru or "words" of Ta'^hut given as

pass-words to the soul in the realms of the dead.
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BY THE REV. A. KAMi'MEIEK.

AS a result of a recent correspondence with the RcHtor on the

- word Christos and at his request I make the following com-

ments:

On Professor Cornill's authority it is generally accepted that

the Solomonic Psalms in their present form must have originated

between the years 48 and 37 B. C. Since the Septuagint appears

to have been completed about 150 B. C. it cannot be said that the

word Christos first occurred in the Solomonic Psalms, but that its

first appearance is to be found in the Septuagint.

In eight passages the Septuagint uses the word Christos to

translate Mashiach, "the anointed one" in the sense of "king."

(In its more complete form the expression is Mcschiach-Jahvch,

"Jahveh's anointed.") The passages are i Sam. ii. 10, 35 ; xii. 3, 5;

xvi. 6; xxiv. 7, 11 ; xxvi. 9, 1 1 ; Ps. ii. 2; xviii. 51 ; xx. 7. Cyrus

is also called Christos (Isaiah xlv. i). In Ps. cv. 15 the plural form

Christoi is even used for the patriarchs. Of course in all the pas-

sages mentioned there is no reference whatever to the New Testa-

ment Messiah, but simply to an ordinary Jewish king, with the ex-

ception of the last two passages, referring to Cyrus and the patri-

archs. And Cyrus is again referred to in the passage Dan. ix. 25,

where Christos also occurs, accompanied by the word nagid,

"prince," which according to the orthodox interpretation refers to

the Christ of the New Testament. In the following verse (26),

however, the Christos, who will be "cut off" very probably refers

to the High-priest Onias III, whose assassination was one of the

causes of the Maccabean wars, for the term ha kohcn ha maschiach

occurs in the Hebrew I>ible for the "anointed High-priest." I just

mention this Daniel passage here, as it has always been and is yet

considered as one of the stock prophecies referring to the death of

Jesus, and because the context in which it occurs has always been
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and is even yet the foundation, without any j^^round whatever, of

all that absurd and futile labor spent on the Apocalypse to find out

the exact time of the coming of the Antichrist and the second com-

ing of Jesus.

Now to the grammatical part of the question. The form

Christos is a passive participle of the future, meaning "one who is

to be, or one who must be, or one who shall be anointed." But the

word Christos has also the meaning "anointable" or taking the neuter

form christon, "something to anoint with" or "to be rubbed on," as

salve. yEschylus uses this neuter form in connection with piston,

"something drinkable," "a draught," and brosinion, "something to

be eaten," when speaking of different remedies in Prometheus, sec-

tion 480.

Now the question is whether the word Christos can ever be

used in the sense "one who has been anointed." Strictly the present

passive participle chriomenos, "the anointed one," or the perfect

participle kcchriincnos, "one who has been anointed," would be ex-

pected.

But I think there is satisfactory evidence that the passive par-

ticiple of the future, the form Christos, has imperceptibly changed

from the meaning of "one who is to be anointed" into the meaning

of "one who has been anointed." It has received a perfect passive

participial meaning. In the Antigone of Sophocles, the messengers

say they have seen her (Antigone) hung by the neck. She had

committed suicide. The messengers say: "Ten kremasten anchenos

kateidomen."'^ Now kremasten (accusative case, fem.) is formed

exactly the same way as Christos ; kremastos is a passive participle

of the future of the verb kreinannnmi.^ Here plainly the meaning

is not : "We saw her to be hanged," but "we saw her hung by the

neck." And there are other forms formed exactly the same way as

Christos from the future of the verbs, but having imperceptibly

gone over into the past passive participle meaning. Thus kerastos,

"mingled," plastos, "moulded," pristos, "sawed," phryktos, "roasted."

I therefore think that Christos, has in the face of the afore

mentioned examples passed over into the meaning "one who has

been anointed." At least from the number of examples in the Sep-

tuagint the form Christos is indisputably shown to be used in that

sense. I therefore think, that there is no need to assume, that

Christos stands in any connection with or is a corruption of the

word Krishna, although I would not deny that the Indian God-

^ Tr}v Kpe/jLaarr}!/ avxefos Kareidofxei'.

^ Kpe/idao}, fUt.
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incarnation ideas stand in connection or have influenced Western

Asiatic ideas in this respect, especially if we take into consideration

the legends of Krishna being born among the shepherds and the

massacre of the children of his age by a king who feared to be

deposed by the new-born king.

If the evidence of the Septuagint shows that Christos is used

in the sense of "the anointed," i. e., "king," and if it is a fact of

Jewish history, that ever since the decline of the glory of the old

Davidic kingdom the hope was fondly cherished that the old glory

would be renewed by some future scion of the Davidic house, which

hope was even yet expected to be fulfilled in the person of Serubabel

after the return from the Exile, (compare the post-Exilic prophets

Haggai and Zechariah) but of course in vain; and if as late as the

Solomonic Psalms this hope of a Messiah from the house of David

was kept u]) ; why is it not natural that such a national Messiah-

or Christos-idea became amalgamated with the Persian saoshyant

and other "saviour" and god-incarnation ideas and that under the

word Christos were subsumed all hopes, the national, social, spiritual

and moral, among the Jews just preceding the times of Jesus?

Especially since, as we know from the New Testament, among the

primitive followers of Jesus, the national and spiritual Messianic

hopes seem to have been blended together and could not be parted

from each other. And to give utterance to my own opinion, I

suspect that Jesus, whom I take as a historical person, in some way

or other, perhaps not clearly, thought himself to be the Messiah,

because he was a descendant of David, according to Romans i. 3, one

of the oldest and most authentic writings of the New Testament,

written about 59 A. D., and because any such descendant might

consider it possible to become the Messiah, as the noted Jewish

Medieval writer David Kimchi has said. And further the promises

Jesus gave to his disciples, that they should sit on twelve thrones

to judge the twelve tribes of Israel in the final restoration ; as also

other sayings in the Gospels point to the view that the Messianic

ideas of Jesus were not entirely of a spiritual character.



ANGELUS SILESIUS.

BY THE EDITOR.

MYSTICISM is, as it were, a short cut of sentiment to reach

a truth otherwise inaccessible under given conditions, and

since writing" an article on the subject for a recent number of

TJie Monist, I have devoted more time to a renewed perusal of

one of the most prominent and interesting mystics of Germany,

Johannes Scheffler, or as he is better known by his adopted name,

Angelus Silesius, who was born in 1624 at Breslau, and died in 1677.

While mystics of the type of Jacob Boehme and Swedenborg present

their views in long essays of a philosophical nature which read like

the dreams (or if you prefer, the vagaries) of a prophet, Angelus

Silesius condenses his views in short apothegms, written in a some-

what archaic style, mostly in simple verse, and often with crude

rhymes.

For an explanation of my view of mysticism, I refer my read-

ers to the above-mentioned editorial article published in The Monist

of January, 1908, pages 75-110. I have there attempted to translate

some of the lines of Angelus Silesius (on pages 104-109). Since

this mystical thinker is little known in the countries of English

speech, and since only a few of his verses have been translated, we

present here to our readers an additional selection which will serve

as instances of the peculiar God-conception of the mystics, so much

like the Buddhistic Nirvana; also the mystic ethics of quietism, the

mystic psychology and mystic religion which teach man to seek

salvation through breaking down the limits of the ego. By over-

coming egoity it is promised that man shall attain divinity. Pecu-

liarly noteworthy is the mystic's sensual conception of piety, and

the representation of the soul's relation to God as a kind of mystic

marriage. All this is typical of a certain kind of mysticism which

exercised such a powerful influence at the end of the Middle Ages,

but has now entirelv lost its influence on mankind.
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JoliaiiiK'S Schcftk-r was born of Protestant parents at Breslau,

the capital of Silesia, in 1624. and was baptized in the same year

on Christmas day. ITavinjj^ passed throuf^h the usual course of edu-

cation at a p^ymnasium he went to the L'niversities of Strassburj^.

Le\(len and Tadua where he studied medicine and philo.sophy. At

the last mentioned place he took his doctor's degree in 1647. For

three vears. 1649-1652. he served as Court Physician to Duke Syl-

vius Ximrod of Oels. who was a i)ious but decidedly onesided

Protestant.

UK. JOHANNES SCHEFl-LKK.

From a caricature of 1664. (Considerably reduced.)

Schefiler's mystic inclinations had long before alienated him

from the dogmatic and anti-artistic spirit of the religion of his

birth which during the middle of the seventeenth century was more

severe and bigoted than ever before or afterwards. At the same

time there was a religious revival in the Roman Catholic world

which proved attractive to him. and so it was but natural that

finally in 1653 he severed his old affiliations, and joined the Church
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that b}- the mystical i^Ianior of its historical traditions was most

symjiathetic to him.

The zeal with which Scheftkr embraced Roman Catholicism

made him unjust toward the Protestant persuasion and implicated

him in very unpleasant controversies.

Havino" become persona grata in the aristocratic circles of

Austria. Scheffler became Court Physician to the Emperor in 1654;

ten years later, in 1664, he was appointed chief Master of Ceremonies

at the court of the Prince Bishop of Breslau, with the title Coun-

sellor.

His devotion led him in 1661 to enter the order of St. Francis,

commonly called the Brotherhood of Minorites. Having fallen a

DETAIL OF CARICATURE.

(Somewhat enlarged.)

prey to consumption, he died July 9, 1677, in the institution of the

Knights of the Cross of St. Matthews in Breslau.

Though by education a physician and a scientist, Johannes

Scheftler was a mystic and a poet. His most famous book is en-

titled "The Cherubinean Wanderer," and it is from this that the

present selection has been made. It was followed by another pious

effusion entitled Heilige Seelcnliist oder geistUche Hirtenlust der

in Hire II Jcsnni vcrliebten Psyche. He is also the author of several

church songs which breathe fervor and piety.* Like Newman's "Lead,

* The two best known songs of his which are still used are

:

"Mir nach ! spricht Christus, unser Held,
Mir nach, ihr Christen alle,"

and
"Liebe, die du mich zum Bilde

' Deiner Gottheit hast geniacht."
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kindly Light!" these luivc become the common property of both

Roman CathoHc and Protestant churches. Some of his songs have

been translated into English, notably, "Earth has nothing sweet and

fair."

We have tried in vain to find a likeness of Johannes Scheffler.

The only portrait that we can discover is a caricature in an in-

vective lampoon entitled Wohh'crdientes Kapitel ("Well deserved

Chapter") published in 1664, i" which our mystic is represented as

a pedler of spectacles, rosaries, cards, dice, and other similar wares.

No attempt has been made to disfigure the expression of his face,

and we have reason to believe that it bears a certain likeness to the

man. In his signature he calls himself "Archiater ct physicus

Olsncnsis," which means that he was court physician and surgeon

of the small duchy of Oels in Silesia.

We will now let Angelus Silesius speak for himself:

What has been said of God

Docs not suffice, I claim.

The Over-Godhead is

My life, my light, my aim.

God is my final end

;

Does he from me evolve,

Then he grows out of me.

While I in Him dissolve.

God loves me more than Him

;

Than me I love God more.

So He gives me as much

As I to Him restore.

In Spirit senses are

One and the same. 'T is true.

Who sccth God he tastes.

Feels, smells and hears Him too.

In God nought e'er is known,

Forever one is He,

What we in Him e'er know.

Ourselves must grow and be.

God never did exist

Nor ever will, yet aye

He was ere worlds began, and

When they're gone he'll stay.

God Father is a point,

God Son the circuit line.

And God the Ghost does both

As area combine.

God is all virtue's end,

Its mainspring He's likewise.

He too is virtue's cause.

He eke is virtue's prize.

Thou needst not cry to God,

The spring wells up in thee.

Don't stop its fountain head :

It flows eternally.

Who without God as well

As with Him e'er can be.

He is at any rate

A hero verily.

Abandon winneth God.

But to abandon Ciod

Is an abandonment

\\niich must §eem very odd.
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Eternity is time

And time eternity,

Except when we ourselves.

Would make them different be.

Thing's in eternity

Are all at once in prime,

No after nor before

Is there, as here in time.

Who would expect it so?

From darkness light is brought,

Life rises out of Death, and

Somethinsf comes from Naught.

What you for others wish,

You for yourself suggest.

If you don't wish them well,

Your own death you request.

A soul redeemed and blessed

No more knows otherhood.

It is with God one light

And one beatitude.

In Heaven life is good:

No one has aught alone.

What one possesses, there

All others too will own.

Two eyes our souls possess

:

While one is turned on time,

The other seeth things

Eternal and sublime.

My heart below is strait,

On top 't is wide and stout.

It must have room for God.

But earthly things keep out.

Christian once thou must

Down into Hell be led.

If not while still in life,

Thou must go down when dead.

Trust me, my friend, if God
Should bid me not to dwell

In heaven, I'd stay here

Or go, as lief, to Hell.

Vv'^hen quitting time, I am
Myself eternity.

1 shall be one with God,

God one with me shall be.

What did eternal God
Before time had begun?

He loved Himself and thus

Begot He God, the Son.

Plurality God loathes.

Therefore He has decreed

That all men should in Christ

Be only one indeed.

Beware man of thyself.

Self's burden thou wilt rue.

It will impair thee more,

Than thousand devils do.

Three enemies has man

:

Himself, Satan, the world

;

The first will be the last

That to the ground is hurled.

Were e'en in Christ himself,

Some little will at all,

However blessed he be.

Surely from grace he'd fall.

The highest worship is

Like unto God to grow.

Christlike to be in life.

In habit, and love's glow.

Like unto Christ is he

Who truly loves his foe.

For persecutors prays.

And renders good for woe.
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What sliaiuc! The silkwunn
works

And works till he can i\y,

\\ hilc you a man remain

And still on earth will lie.

Ture as the finest ^old,

.\s rock so rigid hard

And clear as crystal, keep

The soul within thy guard.

I lad Christ a thousand times,

l'>een born in Bethlehem,

lUit not in thee, thy sin

Would still thy soul condemn.

lie who before the Lord

W ilh envy comes and hate

Will hatred with his i)rayers

And envy impetrate.

I say it speeds thee not

That Christ rose from the ij;rave,

So long as thou art still

To death and sin a slave.

Ciolgotha's cross from sin

Can never ransom thee.

Unless in thine own soul

It should erected be.

Man, thou shalt be St. Paul

!

In thee must be fultiUed

WTiat Christ has left undone

And where wrath shall be stilled.

The resurrection is

In spirit done in thee.

.As soon as thou from all

Thy sins hast set thee free.

Thou must above thee rise

.All else leave to (jod's grace:

Then Christ's ascension will

Within ili\ soul take i)lace.

If neither love nor pain

Will ever touch thy heart.

Then only Cod's in thee,

And then in God thou art.

Who not with others bides

And always lives alone,

If he's not God himself,

Must into God have grown.

Man should not stay a man

:

His aiiu .should higher be.

For (lod will only gods

.\ccei)t as company.

"Where is my residence?"

Where I nor you can stand.

"Where is the final end

Where I at last shall land?"

"T is where no end is found.

".And whither nnist I press?"

.\bove (Jod 1 nuist pass.

Jnlo the wilderness.

Indeed, who of this world

Has taken the right view.

Must be Democritus

And Heraclitus too.

The saint is rising higher

;

He's changed to God in God

;

The sinner downward sinks.

Is changed to dirt and clod.

To own much is not wealth,

r'or he is rich alone

Who losing all he hath

\\'\\] not his loss bemoan.

Thy will 't is makes thee damned.

Thy will that makes thee saved

Thy will that sets thee free,

Th\- w ill makes tlii-e enslaved.
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The nearest way to God
Leads through love's open door

;

The path of knowledge is

Too slow for evermore.

Love maketh bold ; and he

Who God, the Lord, will kiss,

With love alone should kneel

Before His throne of Bliss.

Child, be the bride of God,

And be thou His alone.

Thou shalt His sweetheart be,

As He's thy lover grown.

Will pregnant be of God

:

His spirit verily

O'ershadow must my soul

To quicken God in me.

The angels are in bliss.

But better is man's life,

For no one of their kind

Can ever be God's wife.

You ask what manhood is?

'T is plainly understood,

For in a word it is

The Over-angelhood.

God kisseth but himself.

His spirit is His kiss
;

The Son 't is who is kissed,

The Father who did this.

Thou wishest to behold,

(J Bride, the bridegroom's face

;

Pass by God and all else.

And thou wilt him embrace.

The God-enraptured man

—

CJne only pain hath he

;

He can not soon enough

With God his Lover be.

To bear a child is joy:

God's sole bliss is that He
Brings forth His only Son
From all eternity.

God e'en Himself must die

That you may live thereby.

How can you gain His life

L^nless like Him you die?

Death is a blessed thing

!

The stronger death chastises,

The much more glorious is

The life that therefrom rises.

Oh ponder well on death

!

Too many things you try

!

Naught can more useful be,

Than how one means to die.

Friend it is now enough.

In case thou more wilt read

:

Thou must the Scriptures be.

The essence eke, indeed.



WHAT WE KNOW ABOUT JESUS.

by dr. charles f. dole.

[conclusion.]

V. JESUS AS THE FOUNDER OF CHRISTI.XNITY.

The conventional questions may now be asked. How can the

rise and history of Christianity be accounted for in any other way
than upon the presupposition of a unique founder? For the most

progressive nations are to-day accounted Christian. The Christian

rehgion under some one of its forms is still winning converts. This

seems at first a very formidable question, but the answer is much

plainer than it is often made to appear. It grows out of a mass of

familiar knowledge about the rise and development of religions.

In the first place there seems to be no ground to believe that the

actual Jesus, even in the role of Messiah, ever intended to found a

new religion. The old religion at its best was good enough for him.

It was a religion of justice, mercy, peace, reverence. This was all

that Jesus preached. It only needed to be freed from its tribal

narrowness and its vexatious details of ceremony in order to be-

come a religion good enough for all men. The spirit of a broader

humanity was already in the air. If Paul had really known the

religion of his own people, as taught in the sixth chapter of Micah,

it is hard to see to what else he w-ould have needed to be converted.

It is certain that with such a religion he could never have been a

persecutor, much less an enemy of Jesus ! Of all the denominations

in Christendom the Quakers seem to have been nearest to Jesus's

thought. If one fact is sure, it is that Jesus never founded the

elaborate congeries of systems historically known as "Christianity."

It is preposterous to suppose that he would have understood the

claims, the colossal machinery and the magnificent pomp of the

Roman Catholic and other sacerdotal churches.

As to the rise and development of Christianity, two quite dif-

ferent theories appear. One is that the mighty stream of Christian

history is traceable back substantially to a single fountain or source,
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rtamely, the life and teachin_G: of Jesus, as men may once have

guessed that the mysterious Nile had a single source. This idea

seems to be out of line with all the analogies of history and of

human life. The other thought is that the great stream flows from

innumerable sources, with contributing fountains in every land and
from every period of history, with daiiy accretions to-day, as if from

the constant rain and the dew. The stream of religion flowed before

Jesus was. A long line of unknown psalmists and lovers of right-

eousness fed the strong spring of his life, as from underground

sources. A noble group of men, close to him and following him,

each added the momentum of their lives to the new flow of the

current. At this point the stream took Jesus's official name, as the

continent of America took the name of Americus Vespucci, or might

better have taken the name of Columbus, without the slightest word

of disparagement of other brave and great voyagers who under

a common inspiration sailed the same seas. The analogy between

the founding of Christianity and the discovery of America is very

suggestive. We have the same analogy in the history of every in-

vention. No person ever accomplishes anything alone. No one can

be given the sole credit for any attainment.

The truth is, that the early Christianity obviously owed its suc-

cess very largely to the indefatigable labors of Paul, whose genius

took it out of the lines of a Jewish sect and gave it a quasi universal

character. As Jesus founded no new religion, so he wrote no books

and professed to bring no new doctrine. There is no certainty that

he appointed apostles, least of all twelve in number. Suppose that

he had merely emphasized the Fatherhood of God and the brother-

hood of man, though in the clearest manner. Does any one imagine

that a new religion could have been established and made to endure

on this simple basis, in the age of Nero and in the face of Gothic

invasions?

The primitive Christianity was involved with certain very nat-

ural, and fascinating ideas, lying close to the borderland of error,

which, like alloy mixed with the gold, gave it common currency.

One of these ideas, akin to the belief of modern spiritualists, was the

bodily or physical resurrection of Jesus. This appealed tremendously,

as such a notion always does appeal, to the popular imagination.

This was the burden of Paul's preaching, though he seems for him-

self not to have credited a physical resurrection so much as the

repeated appearance of Jesus in his "spiritual body." (i Cor. xv. 44.)

The early Church also seems to have looked for the miraculous

coming of their Lord from heaven to judge the world. (See i
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Thcs. vi. 14 etc.) This was an idea to conjure with and to make

converts. The grand ex])cctation in the early Church of supernatural

events about to sprinj^ forth made such a book as the Apocalypse

possible.

Again, the early Christianity, just like Christian Science to-day,

was a vigonnis health cult, all the more persuasive from the com-

mon delusion that devils w'cre the cause of disease. The Christian

healer, at the magic name of Jesus, could cast out the devils, and cure

the sick. Imagine this idea removed from the early Christianity,

and try to think what would have been the collapse of faith. These

three great ideas, like so many strong strands, helped mightily to

hold Christians together, till the new religion came to be fortified

with the priest-craft, the pomp and power of imperial Rome. Then

it largely ceased to be Jesus's religion at all.

The development of Christianity from the working of natural

means and the play of human motives, allies it with the rise of other

great cults. Thus, while the lUuldha gave a name to Buddhism, he

certainly did not create the religion. But he served as an inter-

mediary to give a new and popular turn to the prevailing religion

of his peo])le. A religion is always greater than its founder. Other-

wise we should have to assume needless dignity for the authors of

various modern cults. We have spoken of the Madonna worship.

But no one outside of the Catholic Church thinks it necessary, in

order to explain the origin of the worship, to suppose that Mary

was better than other mothers. It is interesting to recall that in

Paul's case, he seems not to have known Jesus "after the flesh,"

that is, the actual Jesus. His Jesus was an ideal person and all the

more powerful. The relation of the founders of a great religion

to the course of its grow'th is like that of the founders of a nation

or a dynasty. We gladly owe our thanks to King Alfred and

Washington, but we owe our thanks to many another good patriot

as well without whose help we could never have heard of Alfred or

Washington.

VI. CERTAIN POSITIVE CONCLUSIONS.

It may be that the old word will be uttered again, at least in

some form: "They have taken away my Lord." If \\c can never

be sure what the actual Jesus was like, what becomes, you ask, of

the "leadership of Jesus"? We answer, in the very words attributed

to Jesus in the Fourth Gospel, and which contain a world of wise

suggestion. "It is expedient for you that 1 go away." It is another

instance of the familiar case where the vase that bore the exquisite
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perfume must be broken in order to use the perfume. The letter

must go that the spirit may prevail.

To be perfectly frank, as we are bound to be by every con-

sideration of honesty as well as religion, the actual and historical

man Jesus is not, and has long since ceased to be, the one leader

or Master in religious life, or in the progress of mankind. He is

not the real authority of the modern man in any church, either for

conduct or religion.

Let us face this fact seriously, for it is very important. In the

first place, the ideal man whom we modern people demand as the

pattern of our lives, is not, as we have seen, the Jesus of the Gos-

pels. It is indeed a different ideal for every man and woman. But

for us Americans, it must be modern and American. Jesus was a

Jew, unmarried, the father of no children, apparently somewhat

skeptical of the marriage relation (Matt, xix: 10-12), as Paul was.

He was not a citizen but only a subject of the empire ; he was not

a man of aft'airs ; he had nothing to do with art ; he was the example

of a Hebraic type, in contrast to the generous Greek type of life.

The dominant thought of the cross and the resurrection puts him

somewhat away from the normal healthy-minded youth and man.

Our actual ideal, on the contrary, is of a patriot, a husband and

father, a man of affairs, a man of the world, in the noblest sense of

the word, whose business it is, not so much to die bravely as to live

nobly, while fearless of death. Our ideal embraces both the Hebraic

and the Classic type in a larger pattern than either. This is a differ-

ent ideal from that which the name of Jesus Christ represents. It

is absolutely essential to teach this ideal to our generation with

freedom and heartiness.

As a matter of fact the world of Christendom has never taken

Jesus's life seriously as a possible life to pattern after. The world

does not now take it in earnest. "Ah," men say, when Jesus is men-

tioned, "His life was out of the common. It was supernatural. No
one else could do as he did ; no one can be like him." The words,

the "leadership of Jesus" in certain mottoes doubtless set before most

people the figure of a somewhat exalted personage, walking in ad-

vance and apart from the rest of the world. Do our Sunday school

children think that Jesus ever smiled ? He is mostly an unreal man,

with an unreal or quite exceptional mission. This is unfortunate

for the teaching of the art of the good life as normal and gladsome.

People actually come to use the exceptional character of Jesus's

life as an excuse for doing nothing practical with his noblest

teachings

!
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More important yet, as we have already shown, there arc very

naturally elements in the story of the actual Jesus which appear

seriously misleading and even unethical in the light of our best

spiritual truth. Men call Jesus's example difficult and "unpractical"

on the side of his faith, his sense of duty, his devotion, his non-

resistance, but they constantly cite his frequent use of anger and

denimciation. We cannot afford any longer to let them quote that

unlovely passage about his driving out the money-changers from the

temple, whenever justification is wanted for bitter words, for a

quarrel or a war. We cannot permit men to use Jesus's mighty

example for calling their fellows hypocrites and "a generation of

vipers"; we cannot let them quote his authority for buying swords.'^

Men have indeed often put a high use to the question : "What
would Jesus do?" as a mode of guidance in problems of conduct.

What they really mean is what would the most perfect man do?

They evidently cannot know what the actual Jesus would have done

for example, with the problem of temperance in the United States,

or with the backward races, or even with legislation upon the sub-

ject of divorce. Each man proposes as Jesus's presumable answer

the judgment of his own conscience. The Italian Roman Catholic

or German Lutheran sees no moral difficulty in the story that Jesus

made wine out of water and prescribed the perpetual use of wine

in the sacrament of the Eucharist. Millions of people in America

on the other hand see in wine no longer the symbol of pure joy but

of degrading temptation. Such considerations suggest the absence

of any express or infallible ethical standard to which men may
resort as to an oracle and have an answer to their questions free of

the costly discipline of thought, experience and sympathy. Is not

this because ethical and spiritual development, so far from being

based on a set of finite rules, is an endless process of movement

toward the conception of an infinite Good Will? The loss of per-

sonal acquaintance with the actual Jesus,—a man who stands in the

past,—is in fact the facing about towards the noblest ideal of the liv-

ing God.

Meanwhile the need and the sense of personal companionship

in the good life do not depend at all upon the belief in Jesus as the

only perfect man. Who does not have the ideal companionship of

actual friends among the living as well as among the departed ? In

other words, we steady our consciences many a time by asking:

What would my father or my mother, my wife or my friend do and

" Luke xxii. 36. But compare the fine passage Matt, x.xvi. 52.
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say in this emergency? This appeal of the imagination is as effec-

tive as it is to ask : What would Jesus do ?

It is often said that a religion must be personal. In other

words, it must worship a founder: its sentiment must cling around

a single object. There is a valid truth here. It is the truth em-

bodied in the faith that God in some sense is a person and not an

abstract force. A vital religion conceives of a Life, an Intelligence,

a Good Will, with whom we can come into unison, who may rev-

erently be said to care for or love us, in doing whose will we have

peace, satisfaction and gladness. In this high sense, religion must

be personal.

Religion is also made manifest through symbols and through

persons. But it is not true that it is dependent upon a single symbol

or personal manifestation. Vast as the loss would be if we could

suppose the history of religion to be blotted out to the beginning of

the eighteenth century, we surely could not therefore lose religion.

The fact is, there are many symbols and numerous personal manifesta-

tions of religion. It has been said that Jesus showed both what God
is like and what man may be. We say a larger thing. The present

generation has seen thousands of men and women who have shown

us what God is like and what man may be. He is indeed poor who
has not known some such beautiful life. When therefore Jesus

takes his natural place in the marching ranks of mankind we have

not lost a single personal element from our religion. We behold

a great company of lovable, heroic and admirable lives.

There is one great use of Jesus's life which will perhaps always

remain. In many respects he stands as a familiar and notable type

of humanity. The old viev/ of him as the single Saviour of the

human race passes away as soon as men cease to think of them-

selves as a doomed, or "lost" race, that is, wherever the modern evolu-

tionary doctrine holds good of a race in process of becoming. But

there is a continual need, no longer for a unique Saviour, but for

innumerable helpers, saviours and lovers of men. Jesus is doubtless

the best known name among this great and growing class.

Again, it seems to be a spiritual law that no one can be a helper

of his fellows except through obedience to a deep law of cost. It

matters little whether one dies or lives for the sake of his fellows.

He must in any case give his life cheerfully in order to lift the level

of the common humanity. Jesus's case is the typical instance of this

great law of cost and willingness. But we all have to obey it. Every

good mother knows it as well as Jesus.

I wish to leave the impression as strong as possible that we
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have gained and not lost anythinj^^. in this view of Jesus. Let me
make my meaninjj^ clear l)y a sim])le parable. A child was once

f^ivcn a costly .i;em. It was wrajjped in many coverings and hidden

away in a dark closet so that he rarely could see it. lie fondly sup-

posed that it was the only gem in the world. At last a whole handful

of beautiful jewels were set before him. Is he poorer or richer than

before? Is he poorer because he now knows more than ever about

gems? lie does not even care in his joy at the variety of beauty

before him. which gem is the largest or the most near mathematical

pcrfectness in his collection.

It remains to treat Jesus naturally, as we treat all the benefac-

tors of our race. With all modesty we do not range ourselves ex-

clusively as the disciples of any single great man, not of Socrates

or Plato in philosophy, not of Homer or Dante in poetry, not of

Michael Angelo or Praxiteles in art. not of Beethoven or Wagner
in music, not of Newton or Bacon or Darwin in science. We use

and enjoy and admire them all. We make all of them serve as

object lessons, each in his own way. Our wealth of human interest

and sympathy thus grows larger. Marching in one grand proces-

sion, they all and each of them stir us to i)ractical effort and valid

hope better than a single unique, lonely, and unattainable Master,

if such there were, could ever stir us. There is a new sense of a

grand companionship to which we all belong.

This natural view of Jesus is in line, as the exclusive and exag-

gerated view of him is not in line, with the whole trend of the

democratic thought of our age. To most men even yet Jesus is the

center and head of a monarchical scheme of religion. It is easy to

bow in church and make a king of one who lived and died twenty

centuries ago. Such homage costs little reflection and no eflfort of

substantial good will. The democratic ideal, on the other hand,

conceives of a host of men, all of one common nature, all associated

together as members of one family, all needing both to help and to

be helped, to give and to take of each other, to teach and to be

taught, to inspire and to be inspired by every fresh act and word

of friendliness and devotion. There is here no one Master or

Leader or .Saviour,—like a king-cell in the human body. There is

reciprocity ; there is mutuality. If one has it in him to show the

structure and the gleam of the diamond, all men also may show

the same glint, and enter into the same beautiful structure. This

alone is spiritual democracy.

The only objection to this view of Jesus's relative place in the

world of men comes from the side of the temporary hurt to our
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sentiment. The same sentimental opposition was once raised to a

democratic government, free of any sole figure of a king to revere,

and about whom to rally the nation. It has been found that the

sentiment of loyalty may be more might}' and effective, as well as

far more sane, among the citizens of a republic than among the

subjects of an empire. It has been found that men are abundantly

willing to die for the sentiment of a rational citizenship in a great

republic. Be sure that no sentiment which is good for anything

can be permanently harmed by facing the light of dav.

This view of Jesus's relation to human nature is absolutely

called for by the practical purposes of ethical education. You can-

not easily make the life of Jesus interesting and persuasive to the

ordinary boy or youth. There is too little usable incident. Throwing

out the wonder-stories, there is a fatal lack of material to make

into continuous lessons sufficient for several years of Bible study.

Barring exceptions and the work of teachers of marked genius, the

child's mind becomes weary of the study of Jesus. The scenery is

foreign to him. and the moral and spiritual experiences are remote.

How many Sunday school teachers have ever had such an acquain-

tance with Jesus's life in any of its phases as to be able to make-

young people acquainted with it?

Take your freedom now! Use Jesus just as you would use

any other grand figure of the distant past, precisely as it happens to

impress you. Use it much or little, for your own help or for the

training of youth, accordingly as it commends itself to you as usable.

Then add to it. in democratic and natural fashion all the treasures

of biographical material with which our world is growing rich. Add
the lives of men and women who have impressed themselves upon

our own generation, and have helped to make human history nobler.

Tell as many stories from every source as you can, all going to

show the glory, the success, the happiness, the health of the good life.

Has not the impulse come to you toward this life, almost as if from

the atmosphere you breathe? It is doubtless the atmosphere of

goodwill. See to it that this atmosphere is around your youth in

the home, as well as in the church, or Sunday-school room.

Be sure finally that there is that in human life which is greater

than the greatest man. It is the spirit of man, or rather the spirit

of God. Wherever the good spirit is there is God. Wherever this

spirit is in history, history ceases to be profane and becomes sacred.

Wherever this spirit possesses men there is not one son of God, but

all are God's children. Nothing less than this is the gospel for

to-day.



GREEK SCULPTURE THE MOTHER OE BUD-
DHIST ART.

BY THE EDITOR.

A GLAMOR of antiquity generally rests upon the monuments of

J-~V ancient India, and we cannot doubt that Indian civilization

reaches back to the first millennium before Christ, and that in the

days of Buddha it had attained a height which made possible one of

the most remarkable of the world's religious movements—the estab-

lishment of a faith that discarded all the pagan features of primitive

idolatry and superstition and formulated a moral code which even

HEADS FROM GANDIIARA.

to-day can scarcely be regarded as antiquated. Nevertheless Indian

antiquities arc much younger than they are popularly supposed to

be, and neither manuscripts nor monuments of the Brahmans and

Buddhists date back earlier than the fourth century B. C. No doubt

they include more ancient traditions, and we do not hesitate to ac-

knowledge that the Buddhist books incorporate sayings of the

Buddha which are genuine and may be the very words of the
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founder of the Dharma ; but the Mahabharata, for instance, the

national epic of India, in the shape in which it now hes before us,

though resting" on primitive traditions, has been influenced by Greek

thought, and the traces of the Ihad and Odyssey are noticeable in

its verses.

DETAIL OF THE APOLLO BEL\'EDERE.

What plastic art may have existed in India before the third

century B. C. is not known, and if there was any the work must

have been executed in perishable material, for nothing has been

preserved. The first specimens of Indian art are of Greek origin,

and are found in the Gandhara districts which were overrun by
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Greek adventurers after the time of Alexander the Great. At home
Greek art entered a state of decadence, hut here the artists were

inspired with new thoughts, and thouj:^h in technique they were in-

ferior to their brethren at Athens and Rhodes and other centers

of Greek sculpture, they made a start toward a new development

which was destined to sweep over the whole of Asia and produce

that peculiar kind of sculpture which found a new typical expres-

sion in Chinese and Japanese art. Even before this significant con-

nection of Asiatic art with the last traces of Greek vitality had been

known, connoisseurs of Chinese, Japanese, and Tibetan sculpture

called attention to the fact that in contrast to other subjects of

Oriental art, the Buddha always bore Western features. The rea-

son for this is now obvious, for it is natural that on account of the

reverence in which the Buddha figure was held the conservatism of

tradition would require that the original type of this most sacred

figure should have been preserved more faithfully than in other

cases.

It is now commonly agreed that the figure of Buddha was

modeled after the prototype of Apollo, and the abnormalities which

mark the character of Buddha according to Indian traditions, have

been so softened as not to be offensive to the more cultivated Greek

taste. So especially the bump of intelligence on the top of Buddha's

head, which would appear ugly to a refined artist, has been changed

into a top knot of his hair which happened to be fashionable in

those days in Athens and is quite obvious in the Apollo Belvedere.

A specially remarkable evidence of the Greek character of Bud-

dhist art is a statue found among the Buddhist Gandhara sculptures

at Peshawar, now in the museum at Calcutta, which in want of a

better name is commonly called the Buddhist .Vthene. That the

statue is Greek in origin and type is evidenced by the name Yavanis,

which the Hindus have popularly given to all statues of this type.

Yavani is the Indian pronunciation of the name Ionian by which

all people of Hellenic origin are denoted.

A comparison with Athene statues and bas-reliefs plainly indi-

cates that the Buddhist sculptors were either Greek themselves or

had learned their lessons from Greek masters. The figure of Athene

in bas-relief here reproduced is of an unknown authorship, and

apparently dates back to the best times of Greek art. It must have

served as a stele to a tomb, for the attitude is characterized by a

pensive solemnity which is not overawed by the problem of death

but dwells on it in earnest contemplation.

Our frontispiece is known as the Athene of Peace which next
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to the X'ciius of Milo is one of the best treasures of the Louvre.

The absence of all armor is obviously intentional. Only the helmet

is left and the head of Medusa for unequivocal identification.

The technique of Gandhara art is apparently below that of the

best Greek workmanship, but it is animated by a new spirit of

TVPIC.M. ATllliXl-: ST.\TUE.S.

promise which can not be traced in the contemporaneous post-

Hellenic ])eriod.

The field of early lUuldhist art is still but little touched by sys-

tematic investig^ation ])erhaps because Calcutta where the Gandhara

relics are kept lies so far from the centers of Eurojiean learning

that they have as yet received little attention.

A peculiar instance which will be of common interest to almost
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all archxolojrists on account of its connection with Christian art

is the Buddhist lamb-bearer, which has been found in Gandhara
and bears a remarkable similarity to the Good Shepherd representing

Christ in the same attitude. Both found their common prototypes

in ancient Greek sculpture. Typical illustrations of the Greek and
Christian lamb-bearer in comparison to the analogous Buddhist

figure have been published in the Portfolio of Buddhist Art, Plate

6 (Chicago: Oi)en Court Publishing Company).

GIGANTOMACHY FROM THE I'ERGAMON TE.MPLE.

A favorite subject for Greek artists was the representation of

the struggle of Zeus against the monsters and giants of the deep

who in the Pergamon Zeus temple are sculptured as wild men
ending in serpent tails. It is scarcely possible that the same idea

should have originated independently in Gandhara, and the similarity

of the design, including even such a detail as its use upon a staircase,

is too great to be accidental.

Eastern Asia has undoubtedly developed a civilization of its

own. Its religions, its arts, its literature and philosophy are typically
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Asiatic, and we know possitivcly that many of the parallels that may

be traced have originated in an independent development. The same

psychical laws under similar conditions produced the same effects

in different countries, and yet we sometimes discover historical con-

nections where we least expect them. Gandhara was a center from

A BUDDHIST GIGANTOMACIl V OF GAXDIIARA.

which Greek methods spread over the whole of Eastern Asia, and

their influence has been the more far-reaching since religious con-

servatism preserved some important traces of the Buddha type which

was held in special sanctity.
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THE CORNPLANTER MEIJAL FOR IROQUOIS RESEARCH.
BY FREDERICK STARR.

In previous issues of The Open Court, we have called attention to the

founding of the Cornpianter Medal for Iroquois Research and its award in

the years 1904 and 1906. It is ihe only permanently endowed medal for eth-

nological investigation in America. It is awarded once in two years and is

administered by the Cayuga County Historical Society of Auburn, N. Y.

Four classes of workers are eligible to receive the medal—ethnologists, his-

torians, artists and philanthropists. The first strike of the medal was given

to Gen. John S. Clark, one of the foremost students of the history of the Six

Nations, or Iroquois Indians. The second was awarded to Rev. William M.
Beauchamp, whose contributions to Iroquoian ethnology and archaeology are

well known. At its meeting of February

18, the Cayuga County Historical Soci-

ety awarded the third strike of the medal

to Dr. David Boyle of Toronto. Canada.

On that occasion the following biograph-

ical sketch of the recipient was read

:

"In awarding the third strike of the

Cornpianter Medal for Iroquois Re-

search, w-e go outside of the group of

students born in the United States. Its

recipient was born in Europe and has

done his life work in Canada.

"David Boyle was born in Greenock,

Renfrewshire, Scotland, May i, 1842. As
a boy he attended the Mason's Hall

School of his native town and St. An-
drew's School, Birkenhead, England.

When a fourteen year old boy, he came
with his parents to Canada, where he

has since lived. On arriving at his new
home he ^N^ apprenticed to a blacksmith, with whom he served four years.
In his hours of leisure he made diligent use of the local library of the village

in which he lived, and at the end of his apprenticeship took a teacher's exam-
ination and secured a certificate qualifying him to teach in public schools. As
an educator he was pronouncedly successful. Teaching for twenty-five years,

he was for more than half that period principal at Elora, where he made him-

DAVID BOYLE.
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self felt as a power among the teachers of tlic county in which that town is

located and throughout the province. During his years of teaching Mr. Boyle

was much interested in the local geology, making extensive collections of

fossils from tlie Silurian rocks of the locality and establishing a school mu-

seum, which still exists and is the most important of its kind in Ontario. In

his collecting, he discovered a considerable number of species unknown to

science, which were named in his honor. As frequently happens, the collection

of fossils was associated, in his case, with the gathering of Indian relics. Of

these he formed a good private collection which he took with him when he

removed to Toronto. This collection formed the nucleus about which has

gathered the great series of almost 30,000 specimens, forming the present Pro-

vincial Archaeological Museum. It is one of the most important collections

on the continent and the best from the Canadian field. It is of special interest

to the Cayuga County Historical Society and in connection with the Corn-

planter Medal because it represents the area occupied by the Huron-Iroquois.

This collection, due so largely to Dr. Boyle's efforts, must ever be of great

significance to students of those tribes. Pre-eminently then does Dr. Boyle

deserve a medal founded for the encouragement of Iroquois Research.

"Dr. Boyle has also been interested in the living Iroquois, numbers of

whom still live in Ontario. There, as in our own State of New York, the

modern representatives of the great Confederacy retain much of the life and

thought of the past. Dr. Boyle has investigated these survivals ; he has studied

the pagan thought, religious songs, dances and other ceremonial observances

of the Canadian Iroquois and has printed interesting and important papers

regarding them.

"The Provincial Museum at Toronto is organically related to the Depart-

ment of Education, and its collections are displayed in the Department build-

ings. They are admirably arranged and their study has supplied material for

a series of admirable annual reports, the first of which appeared in 1886.

These are well illustrated and contain many important papers, made up of

new and original matter by Dr. Boyle and his collaborators. They are highly

prized and are sought by libraries and institutions as well as by private stu-

dents. They are creditable alike to Dr. Boyle and the Ontario government.*

"The government took advantage of the Chicago and Buffalo Expositions

to show their work in archeology. Chicago was the first World's Fair to

recognize a department of anthropology in its official classification and organi-

sation; the Pan-American was the first to devote one of its main buildings,

a part of its architectural scheme, to ethnology. Dr. Boyle was at both ex-

positions in charge of the archaeological exhibit of the Ontario government.

None of the many important exhibits in this field were more attractive and

interesting in themselves or attracted more generally favorable comment than

these from Canada.

"Dr. Boyle is, naturally, corresponding or honorary member of many his-

torical and scientific societies, among them The Royal Anthropological In-

stitute of Great Britain and Ireland and The Anthropological and Ethnological

Society of Italy, located at Florence. His literary activity, while admirably

represented by the series of Annual Reports of the Museum, is not confined

to them. Among his other writings his Notes on the Life of Dr. Workman,
his Notes on Primitive Man in Ontario and his History of Scarborougli from

1/96-18Q6, deserve particular mention. He has been a frequent contributor to
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The Scottish Atncricaii, published in New York, under the uom de plume of

'Andrew McSpurtle.'
"

No tribe of American Indians is more typical, none more interesting, than

these Iroquois of the famous Six Nations. For nearly three centuries they

have been in contact with white men, and yet almost or quite ten thousand

remain, speaking their old languages, thinking their ancient thought, living

more or less of the old life. Some have asked whether it is likely that suit-

able candidates for future awards of the medal may be expected. There are

already in the mind of those interested in the award more worthy claimants

for recognition than can be supplied during twenty years.

MEDIUMS OUTDONE BY THE CITIZENS OF FORT WORTH.
Under glaring headlines "Ghosts and Spirits Routed by Athenians," the

Fort JVorth (Texas) Record of January 29, gives an account of an expose

of spiritualistic fraud given in that city by an energetic association called the

Athenian Society. Using as a basis Mr. David P. Abbott's book, Behind the

Scenes zi'ith the Mediums, tlie Athenians under the leadership of Rabbi Joseph

Jasin gave a public exposition illustrating different varieties of famous spirit-

ualistic frauds in which well-known citizens acted the part of mediums. The
Record describes the event as follows

:

"Attacking front and rear, as well as executing a scientific flank move-
ment or two, the Athenians utterly routed all the assembled ghosts, hobgoblins

and "psychic phenomena" artists at the city hall last night and provided one

of the most interesting and instructive entertainments for the great crowd
assembled that has been given in Fort Worth for ages. The hall was liter-

ally packed to overflowing with seekers after truth, standing room being at a

premium in both hall and gallery.

"Rabbi Joseph Jasin acted as spokesman, lecturer and conjurer-in-chief

and conducted the entire afifair throughout with a quaint, humorous and enter-

taining style all his own. His opening address dwelt with the purposes of the

meeting, stating that it was not all in ghosts and the like, but a serious sub-

ject; that his associates and himself had for years made a close study of

psychic phenomena and had been greatly interested in the recent appearance

here of Ruth Grey and Dr. Tyndall, as well as Anna Eva Fay. The apparent

impossibilities performed by those remarkable people had whetted the desire of

the Athenians to show the people what the apparent mystical performances

really were and the meeting was the result of this desire. He stated that in

the olden days people who pulled off such apparent miracles would have been

burned for witches, but this age is skeptical. And contrawise, no other people

in history were more completely gullible and superstitious than our own, as

witness the manner in which they allowed themselves to be fooled only a

short time ago."

The paper next proceeds to enumerate the different tests, and the ex-

planation of each mystery as it was afterwards made clear to the audience

:

spirit-writing, vest-turning, rope-tying, table-moving, and readings of sealed

writings, while the star exhibition was the billet test to which Rabbi Jasin

thus refers in a personal letter:

"Just one week ago to-night the Athenian Society gave a public expose

of 'psychic phenomena,' illustrating about 10 or 12 different varieties of famous
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frauds. We had a very clever and accomplished lady for our mind-reader,

and she surpassed Ruth Grey. Our telephone was of a special design, the

receiver being concealed in the lady's waist, with a flexible speaking-tube

attached to it which really increased the volume of sound and also made it

easy to conceal the mechanism while tying on the blindfold. Our tablets

were made up of separate sheets held together by brass brads which made it

easy to take out any sheet and replace it again without leaving any suspicious

clew. At the speaking end was a telegraph clicker attachment which gave a

signal of distress by lifting one of the lady's heels from the nail. The experi-

ment was successful beyond our wildest hopes, as evidenced by the general

praise of all impartial observers, and the unrestrained wrath of the spiritual-

ists, though we had made no direct mention of or attack upon the latter; but

they instinctively felt that their cause had been much damaged in this com-

munity. The newspapers were loud in their praises of the enterprise, and the

astonishment at the revelations we made was universal. Altogether we had

great success, but the comments of some of the innocent dupes have con-

vinced me that these frauds are not only simple impositions upon popular

credulity, but they are positively harmful from a psychological point of view

and ought to be fought by all honest men who are in a position to show
them up.

"The next Sunday the local spiritualists, after challenging me through the

press to perform some of my miracles under test conditions such as are 'al-

ways demanded by hard-shell spiritualists,' had two of their missionaries from

New York here for a public lecture and demonstration of spirit return which

was advertised as an answer to the Athenians. Our expose helped to attract

a big crowd which turned into the most disappointed and disgusted lot of

people I have ever seen. Out of fear of us—I believe—they abandoned their

slate messages and confined themselves to verbal blue book tests and a lot

of general bluffing of a very crude variety. Both of the Reverend Doctors

are extremely illiterate, and even the believers felt ashamed and afterwards

many said so. The proceedings are hardly worth describing. At the conclu-

sion, the Rev. Mrs. N. announced that her husband was a magnetic healer and

she an expert shampooer and manicuriste, and would be glad, etc."

A LETTER FROM MR. PEIRCE.

To the Editor of The Open Court:

I wish to express to you my full conviction that your article on modern
theology in the April Open Court is really great.

Your proposition that there is on the one hand a Jesus legend which is to

be valued on the same principles as any other legend, but that Christianity

on the whole is not that, nor to any considerable degree a development from

that, but that it is a gradual common-sense evolution from a Christ-idea, seems

to me to be a very great and vital truth, which I am all the readier to accept

because it satisfies my internal conviction of the truth and dignity of Chris-

tianity. It at once raises our special religion to a sovereign position,—by
basing it in that development of Human Reason to which all truth must be

referred.

It seems to me to be a magnificent and truly great idea, to which I give

in my adhesion for what little value it may have.

Charles S. Peirce.
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"Valuable and of unquestioned reliability. The delineation of the
philosophy that underlies the Chinese civilization is so ably done in these
pages that the reader cannot fail to appreciate the causes which produce
Chinese conservatism."

—

Toledo Blade.

CHINESE THOUGHT: An Exposition of the Main Characteristic

Features of the Chinese World-Conception. By Paul Carus. Being

a continuation of the author's essay. Chinese Philosophy. Illustrated.

Index. Pp. 195. $1.00 net. (4s. 6d.)

"The essential sanity and goodness of the Chinese character receives an
appropriate tribute and its very faults are set forth as rather misapplied
virtues than anything widely varying from our own conceptions of right and
wrong."

—

The Chicago Daily News.

CHINESE LIFE AND CUSTOMS. By Paul Cams. With illustra-

tions by Chinese Artists. Pp. 114. 75c net. (3s. 6d. net.)

"With each of the reproduced illustrations goes the explanation needed
for complete understanding, whether the picture be one of the gods, of the
celebration of a religious festival, of the planting of rice, or of bovs in
school. In this way nearly the whole of the life of the Chinese people finds
exposition, and the western man can follow his cousin into his home and
through his entire days on earth with ready comprehension."

—

The Chicago
Daily News.

CHINESE FICTION. By the Rev. George T. Candlin. With illus-

trations from original Chinese works, specimen facsimile repro-

• ductions of texts, and translations of representative passages. Giving

a clear and vivid resume of Chinese romantic literature. Pp., 51.

Paper, 15 cents (Qd.), mailed, 18 cents.

"A list of 'fourteen of the most famous Chinese novels' is given. Many
long quotations from plays, poems, and stories are given, and the pamphlet is

a source of great pleasure. The pictures, too, are charming."

—

The Chicago
Times Herald.

The Open Court Publishing Go.
p. o. Drawer F. 378-388 Wabash Ave., Chicago, 111.



Open Court Mathematical Series

ESSAYS ON THE THEORY OF NUMBERS. I. CONTINUITY AND
IRRATIONAL NUMBERS. II. THE NATURE AND MEANING OF
NUMBERS, by Richard Dedekind. Authorized translation by Wooster Wood-

ruff Beman, Professor of Mathematics in the University of Michigan. 1901.

Pp. 115. Cloth 75c net. (3s. 6d. net.)

ELEMENTARY ILLUSTRATIONS OF THE DIFFERENTIAL AND INTE-
GRAL CALCULUS, by Augustus DeMorgan. New edition. 1899. Pp. viii.,

144. Cloth 31.00 net. (48. 6d. net.)

ON THE STUDY AND DIFFICULTIES OF MATHEMATICS, by Augustus

DeMorgan. Second reprint edition. 1902. Pp. viii., 288. Cloth $1 . 25 net.

(4s. 6d. net.)

A BRIEF HISTORY OF MATHEMATICS. An authorized translation of Dr.

Karl Fink's Geschichte Der Elementar-Mathematik, by Wooster Woodruff Beman,

Professor of Mathematics in the University of Michigan, and David Eugene Smith,

Professor of Mathematics in Teachers' College, Columbia University. Second

revised edition. 1903. Pp. xii , 343. Cloth $1.50 net. (5s. 6d. net.)

THE FOUNDATIONS OF GEOMETRY, by David Hilbert, Ph. D., Pro-

fessor of Mathematics, University of Gottingen. Authorized translation by Prof E.J.

Townsend, Ph. D., University of Illinois. 1902. Pp. vii., 143. Cloth $1.00

net. (4s. 6d. net.)

LECTURES ON ELEMENTARY MATHEMATICS, by Joseph Louis Lagrange.

From the French by Thomas J. McCormack. Second edition. 1901. Pp.172.

Cloth $l.oo net. (4s. 6d. net.)

EUCLID'S PARALLEL POSTULATE : ITS NATURE, VALIDITY AND
PLACE IN GEOMETRICAL SYSTEMS. Thesis presented to the Philo-

sophical Faculty of Yale University for the Degree of Doctor of Philosophy, by

John William Withers, Ph. D. , Principal of the Yeatman High School, St. Louis,

Mo. 1905. Pp. vii., 192. Cloth, net $1.25. (4s. 6d. net.)

MATHEMATICAL ESSAYS AND RECREATIONS, by Hermann Schubert,

Professor of Mathematics in the Johanneum, Hamburg, Germany. From the Ger-

man, by Thomas J. McCormack. Second edition. 1903. 37 cuts. Pp. 149.

Cloth 75c net. (3s. 6d. net.)

SPACE AND GEOMETRY IN THE LIGHT OF PHYSIOLOGICAL, PSY-

CHOLOGICAL AND PHYSICAL INQUIRY, by Dr. Ernst Mach, Emeritus

Professor in the University of Vienna. From the German by Thomas J. McCor-

mack, Principal of the La Salle-Peru Township High School. 1906. Cloth, gilt

top. Pages 143. Price, $1.00 net. (5s. net.)

GEOMETRIC EXERCISES IN PAPER FOLDING, by T. Sundara Row. Edited

and revised by Wooster Woodruff Beman, Professor of Mathematics in the Uni-

versity of Michigan, and David Eugene Smith, Professor of Mathematics in

Teachers' College of Columbia University. With 87 illustrations. 1901. Pp.

xiv., 148. Cloth $1.00 net. (4s. 6d. net.)

A SCRAPBOOK OF ELEMENTARY MATHEMATICS, NOTES, RECRE-
ATIONS, ESSAYS, by William F. White, Ph. D., State Normal School, New
Paltz, New York. Frontispiece and 70 diagrams and other illustrations. 12 mo.

248 pp., cloth binding, gilt top, price $1.00 net. (5s net.)
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Behind the Scenes with the Mediums
By DAVID P. ABBOTT

328 Pa^es, Cloth, Gilt Top - - - Price, $1.30 net

TABLE OF CONTENTS

I. Introduction.

II. Washing-ton Irving: Bishop's Sealed Letter
Reading- in a New Dress.

III. Test where a Trick Envelope with a Double
Front is Used.

IV. Test where the Medium Secretly Filches a
Letter from the Pocket of the Sitter.

V. The Mystic Oracle of the Swinging Pendulums,
or Mind Over Matter.—A Rapping Hand.—
Light and Heavy Chest.

VI. Tests Given in a Large Store Room with Cur-
tains for Partitions, Using Telegraphy, etc.

VII. A Billet Test, Using a Trick Envelope—A Spirit
Message Written on a Slate, in the Sitter's

Presence.

VIII. Flower Materialization.

IX. The Dark Seance.—A Deceptive Grip.— Mental
Tests.— Spirit Voices, Taps and Lights.

X. Materialization. — Preparation of Luminous
Costumes, Method of Presentation, etc.

XL Tests Given in a Room in a Hotel.— Slate-
Writing on Slates Selected, Cleaned, and Held
by Sitter—Test Wherein the Sitter's Own Slates
are Used.— Billet Work in Connection There-
with.—The Prepared Table.

XII. Reading Sealed Billets before a Company in a
Room in which Absolute Darkness Reigns.

Mediumistic Readings of Sealed Writings.

I. Introduction.

II. Preparation of the Writings.

III. Reading the Writings.— Production of a Spirit
Message.

IV. The Secrets Explained.— Slate Trick Requiring
a Special Chair.

Spirit Slate Writinii and Billet Tests.

I. Introduction.

II. Message Produced on One of a Stack of Slates,
First Method.—Method Using a Rug or News-
paper.

III. Message on One of a Stack of Slates, Second
Method.—How to Pass the vSlates from One
Hand to the Other.

IV. Message Produced When but Two Examined
Slates are Used.—Some Expert Maneuvering
and the Importance of the "Pass."

V. Message Produced on One of Two Slates
Selected from a Stack, Third Method, where
the "Pass" and Some Expert Maneuvering are
Introduced.—Production of a Message Written
with a Gold Ring Belonging to the Sitter.

VI. To Secretly Read a Question Written on a Slate
by a Sitter, when a Stack of Slates is Used.—
How to Secretly Obtain a Confession or Ques-
tion Written on Paper and Sealed by the Sitter.
when a Stack of Slates is Used.

VII. Message Produced on a Slate Cleaned and held
under a Table by a Sitter.

VIII. Slate Trick Requiring Three Slates and a Flap.
—The Same Used as a Conjuring Trick. Pre-
paration of the Slates.

IX. Slate Trick Requiring a Double-Hinged Slate
and a Flap.

X. Independent Paper Writing.-Two Slates and
a Silicate Flap Used.

XI. Slate Trick with a Single Slate and a Flap,
which is suitable for Platform Production. —
Methods of Forcing the Selection of a Certain
Word. Methods of Forcing the Selection of a
Sum of Figures.—The Same Trick where Two
Slates are Used. — The Same When Three
Slates are Used, and a Spoken Question
Answered, with Words in Colored Writing.

XII. Methods of Obtaining a Secret Impression of
the Writing of a Sitter.—A Store-Room Read-
ing where this is Used.—A Test Using a Pre-
pared Book. — How to Switch a Question.-
Tricks Depending on this Principle.— Tests
Given by Various Chicago Mediums.—Reading
a Message by Pressing it on a Skull Cap Worn
by Medium.

XIII. Tricks Where the Sitter Brings His Own
Slates.—Various Traps.—Psychometric Tests.
—Message on Slates Wrapped in the Or;ginal
Paper in which they were Purchased— Other
Messages.

XIV. Message on a Sitter's Slate Produced by a
Rubber Stamp. — Message Produced by an
Adroit Exchange of Slates.—Chemical Tricks.
Other Methods.—Means of Securing Informa-
tion.

Some Modern Sorcery.

I. Presentation of the Tests.

II. Explanation of the Secrets.

III. The Same as Adapted to Work in a Double
Parlor.

IV. The Use of the Carte Serva7ite and Blackboard.

Some Unusual Mediumistic Phenomena.
Some Strange and Unusual Tests with an Explana-

tion.

Materialization

Additional Information.

Relation of Mediumship to Palmistry, Astrology
and Fortune-Telling.

Tests in Connection with the Reproduction of the
Sitter's Palm.

Performances of the Annie Eva Fay Type.
Questions Written and Retained by the Spectators

Answered by a Blindfolded Lady on the Stage.

Vest-Turning.
Method Explained.

An Improved Billet Test.

Reading Billets for an Assembled Company.

Appendix: Correspondence With Inquirers
Through "The Open Court."

Mediumistic Seances.
A Puzzling Case.
Spirit Portraiture.
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Spinoza and Religion
^v

Elmer Ellsworth Powell
Professor of Philosophy in Miami

University.

This book is accurately described

on the title page as "a study of

Spinoza's metaphysics and of his

particular utterances in regard to

religion, with a view to determin-

ing the significance of his thought

for religion and incidentally his

personal attitude toward it."

PRESS NOTICES
" Professor Powell has produced an exceedingly able and authoritative book.

Few will read it without feeling that it settles fdr them the question of Spinoza's real

attitude to God and to religion. And those who read it will obtain incidentally the

benefit of a clear and consistent presentation of the whc^e philosophic system of one of

the most difficult to understand of all the great thinkers of European history."

— The Glasgow Herald.

"It is a particularly illuminating exposition of the whole subject that is here given

by Professor Powell .... A book of uncommon intelligence, acumen and careful-

ness of investigation."

—

The Chicago Evening Post.

"Altogether, Professor Powell makes out a good case for the main proposition,

and his work is likely to affect current opinion as to the general position of Spinoza, in

the course of religious thought. He will have to be counted with bv every student of

philosophy and religion, and should be specially studied by those who claim that

Spinoza is specifically a Jewish philosopher."

—

The American Hebrew.

' Throughout the author demonstrates his familiarity with the field and his

liveness of interest. The style, furthermore, is excellent."

—

The Nation.

"The book is clear in style, thorough in execution, and exhibits much logical

acumen."

—

Journal of Philosophy, Psychology and Scientific Methods.

"L' analyse de la conception spinoziste de Dien lui fournit I'occasion de faire

ressortir quelques-unes des obscurites les plu.'^ considerables d'un texte qu'il connait a
fond et qu'il critique avec une remarquable sagacite."

—

Revue Philosophique.

"We have in this volume an able and impartial attempt to determine, first, what
Spinoza taught and, second, how this teaching relates itself to religion."

— The Princeton Theological Review.

Pp. xi + 344> Price, cloth $1.50 net (ys. 6d.)

THE OPEN COURT PUBLISHING CO.
3-8-388 WABASH AVENUE :: :: :: CHICAGO, ILL., U. S. A.



Not Scraps and Snippets ":' ^°"^=-"'°"; ;' ''';"'"' "
^ ^ 1^ extracts, but complete articles, repro-

duced without change from the leading English quarterlies, monthlies and weeklies, by

the ablest writers, on the most timely and important subjects, go to the making of

THE LIVING AGE
Published weekly, it is able to present its material while the topics considered are

still fresh in the public mind.

With the whole range of English periodical literature to select from, it is able to

present more important articles by well known and brilliant writers than any other

single magazine. It publishes

The Best Fiction

The Best Literary Criticism

The Best Essays

The Best Travel Articles

The Ablest Discussions of Public Affairs

The single numbers are light and easy to hold, and the reading matter is not

smothered in advertising. The numbers for a year contain as much as two of the

four-dollar magazines.

The LIVING AGE has been published every Saturday without missing an

issue for 64 years, and was never more indespensable than now to intelligent readers.

T^Up T TV/^TlVf^ AC~i:F The only American Magazine exclusively

.
^ ^ T". 1 <

devoted to the reprinting, without
IS .rVlOne in its JrieiQ abridgment, of the most important and

interesting articles from the best English periodicals.

Specimen copy free.

Terms: |6.oo a Year. Three Months' Trial Subscription, $1.00.

THE LIVING AGE COMPANY
6 Beacon Street, BOSTON, MASS.



PRESS NOTICES AND INDIVIDDAL OPINIONS OF

A SCRAPBOOK OF
Elementary Mathematics

NOTES, RECREATIONS, ESSAYS

By WILLIAM F. WHITE, Ph. D., State Normal Scnool, New Paltz, New York.

FRONTISPIECE AND bo DIAGRAMS AND OTHER ILLUSTRATIONS

12 mo. 248 pp , cloth binding, gilt top, price Si. 00 net. (5s. net.)

IN THIS BOOK MATHEMATICS IS PRESENTED IN LITERARY FORM."

The following individual opinions are from letters written to the author and have refer-

ence to sections of the book as they appeared as magazine articles. Except where the

plural is used, they referred only to the story "Alice in the Wonderland of Mathematics,"

the only article that had then appeared.

Gems

Vital
interest

Kne-w^
where to
stop

Charming
essays

Very-
ingenious

Imagina=
tion •with
technical
studies

A facile
pen

More roses
and fewer
thistles

First math=
ematics I

ever
enjoyed

A Keen
insight into
the beauty
of applied
mathe=
matics

FROM THREE OF AMERICA'S FOREMOST MATHEMATICIANS

'These gems of yours from the Open Court. They delight me."
— George Bruce Halsted.

" I read them and enjoyed doing so. 1 heartily congratulate you upon your
success ... I always take time to look into things that come from your pen.

I know that I shall find something of vital interest in them."— David Eugene S?fiith.

" I congratulate you most heartily. I do not see where it could be improved.
You knew where to stop as well as where to begin."

—

fames M. Taylor.

FROM OTHERS BEARING WELL-KNOWN NAMES

Dr. Ernst Mach, professor in the University of Vienna, recently called the

greatest of living scientists, began his letter:

" In einem Ihrer reizenden Aufsatze."

Prof. W. H. Crawshaw, author of The Making ofEnglish Literature :

"Very ingenious and withal decidedly interesting."

Prof. Albert Perry Brigham, author of A Text-book of Geology, Geographic
Influences in America7i History, From Trail to Railway, etc. :

"'Alice in the Wonderland of Mathematics,'—a pretty illustration of the

value of joining the imagination with technical studies."

R. P. Williams, author of the books on chemistry and a departmental editor

of School Scieiice and Mathematics :

" You wield a facile pen . . . The Open Court reprints are very interesting

and instructive."

Washington Irving, nephew of " the first American man of letters":

" In the study of mathematics, had I had such a guide as you, I am certain

I should have found more roses and been stung by fewer thistles."

Also one from a former college president, now a real estate dealer:
" The first mathematics I have ever enjoyed, except figuring up interest

money. It is splendid."

REVIEWS OF THE BOOK

"The book is unique in its presentation of problems and theories and a num-
ber of short methods are explained. The book treats of arithmetic, algebra and

geometry and the illustrations are for the most part drawn from the scientific,

commercial and industrial activities of the day. Properly speaking it is not a

text-book but a keen insight into the beauty of applied mathematics as a study."

—The Colgate Madisonensis, Colgate University, Feb. 11, 1908.



An
amusing
and breezy-
element

A
long=felt
want

"Professor William F. White, Ph. D., of the mathematical department of the
State Normal School at New Paltz, N. Y., has published, through the Open
Court Publishing Company, a volume entitled A Scrapbook of Elementary
Mathejnatics. The ' science of numbers ' is usually regarded in the light of a
dry and serious pursuit. But Mr. White infuses into it an amusing and breezy
element which shows that even so prosaic a subject has its lighter side, and
that, too, without sacrificing the mathematical rigor which necessarily pertains
thereunto. ($i.)"

—The Examiner, N. Y. Department of Literary Notes, March 12, igo8.

"The book is interesting, valuable and suggestive. It is a book that really
fills a long-felt want. It is a book that should be in the library of every high
school and on the desk of every teacher of mathematics."

— The Educator-Journal

.

The following extracts from the table of contents will serve to indicate the nature and
scope of the book :

The two systems of numeration of large
numbers.

Multiplication at sight: a new trick with an
old principle.

A few numerical curiosities.

Familiar tricks based on literal arithmetic.
Miscellaneous notes on number

—

The theory of number.
Fermat's last theorem.
Wilson's theorem.
Formulas for prime numbers.
A Chinese criterion for prime numbers.
Are there more than one set of prime fac-

tors of a number ?

Asymptotic laws.
Growth of the concept of number.
Some results of permutation problems.
Tables.
Some long numbers.
How may a particular number arise ?

Present trends in arithmetic.

Arithmetic in the Renaissance.
Do the axioms apply to equations ?

Algebraic fallacies.

Visual representation of complex numbers.
Illustrations of the law of signs in algebraic

multiplication.

Two negative conclusions reached in the
19th century.

The three parallel postulates illustrated.
Geometric puzzles

—

Paradromic rings.

The three famous problems of antiquity.
The instruments that are postulated.
Linkages and straight-line motion.
Growth of the philosophy of the calculus.
The mathematical treatment of statistics.

Mathematical symbols.
A few surprising facts in the history uf

mathematics.
Quotations on mathematics.
Bridges and isles, figure tracing, unicursal

signatures, labyrinths.
Magic squares.
The golden age of mathematics.
The movement to make mathematics teach-

ing more concrete.
The mathematical recitation as an exercise

in public speaking.
The nature of mathematical reasoning.
Alice in the Wonderland of Mathematics.
Bibliographic notes.

Bibliographic Index.
Copious general Index.

THE OPEN COURT PUBLISHING COMPANY
378-388 Wabash Avenue, Chicago

Date

THE OPEN COURT PUBLISHING COMPANY
318-388 Wabash A-venue, Chicago, U. S. A.

Gentlemen:— Please send me a copy of the "SCRAPBOOK OF
ELEMENTARY MATHEMATICS," for which I enclose $1.00.

Remittances may be made b^ Express or Postal Money Order, or by drafts on Chicago or Neiv York,

paying by personal checks add lo cents for collection charges.

When



The Journal of Philosophy
Psychology and Scientific Methods
There is no similar journal in the held of scientific philosophy. It is identified with no

philosophical tradition and stands preeminently for the correlation of philosophy with the

problems and experience of the present. The contents of recent numbers include :

What Does Pragmatism Mean by Practical ? . . . . . John Dewey
The Problem of Objectivity . . . . . . . B. H. Bode

The Meaning of \ — i ...... Alfred H. Lloyd

Psychology as Science of Self ..... Mary Whiton Calkins

"Truth" z'/fr.f//; "Truthfulness" ...... William James

Ribot's Theory of the Passions ..... Chas. Hu(;hes Johnston

The Attack on Distinctions ....... GioyANNi Vailati

The Thirteen Pragmatisms ...... Arthur O. Lovejoy

Logic and Educational Theory ..... Sidney Edward Lang

Kuno Fischer: An Estimate of his Life and Work . . A. B. D. Alexander

Truth and Ideas ....... James Bissett Pratt

Psychology at Two International Scientific Congresses. . Shepherd Ivory Franz

Grasset's "The Semi-Insane and the Semi- Responsible" . . W. B. Pitkin

Zimmern's Nietzsche's "Beyond Good and Evil" . . . Frank Thilly

Riley's "American Philosophy. The Early Schools" . Adam Leroy Jones

Published on alternate 'Thursdays

Sub-Station 84, New York City

$3.00 PER ANNUM, 26 NUMBERS
'

15 CENTS PER COPY

NOW IN PREPARATION
PALMS OF PAPYRUS:

Being Forthright Studies of Men and Books, with some pages from a Man's Inner Life

By MICHAEL MONAHAN
Author of Benigna Vena, etc.

THE BEST AND MOST CHARACTERISTIC COLLECTION OF HIS WRITINGS
WHICH THE AUTHOR HAS THUS FAR BEEN ENABLED TO MAKE

PALMS OF PAPYRUS will be printed from a new and handsome font of eleven-point type, on a fine English

deckle-edge paper, with Delia Robbia initials, original ornaments, etc. The binding will be both

durable and artistic, of half leather and boards, heavily stamped in gold.

Richard Le Gallienne—l admire your literary articles H'm. Marion Reedy (\n the St. Louis Afirror)—Michael

immensely. They have a real touch, and are full of life Monahan, of the PAPYRUS, writes the choicest, best fla-

and brilliancy. voted, classical English I know of in contemporary Ameri-

Jamei Huncker— I envy you your magazine—it is a can letters,

pulpit which you possess entirely and fill admirably, O de- Leonard D. Abbott (associate editor Current Litera-

lectable preacher. ture)—You have helped me to an understanding of the

Jack London— \ have enjoyed the PAPYRUS very larger things,

much. I like a free, bold utterance, even if I do not agree Putnam' i Monthly—There is sun, wind and rain in

with the whole of it. Michael Monahan's whimsical fancies.

Tbe edition to be STRICTLY J 750 copies English deckle-edge paper, price . S2.00
LIMITED as follows: ^ 75 copics Japan Vellum, price 5.00

NOTICE—Send in your order at once—You need not fay until the book is delivered.

THE PAPYRUS - - East Orange, N. J.



Religions: Ancient and Modern
The Series is intended to present to a large public the salient fea-

tures of the Great Religions of the Human Race. The Volumes

?.lready published have met with the most gratifying appreciation.

Fcap. Svo. Cloth, ^o cents net per volume

Animism.
NOW PUBLISHED

I
Hinduism.

By Edward Clodd

Pantheism.
By James Allanson Picton

Celtic Religion.
By Prof. Anwyl

Mythology of Ancient
Britain and Ireland.

By Charles Squire

Ancient Egypt.
By Prof. W. M.

Flinders Petrie

Scandinavian Religion.
By W. a. Craigie

Magic and Fetishism.
By Dr. a. C. Haddon

By Dr. L. D. Barnett

Ancient China.
By Pxof. Giles

Ancient Greece.
By Jane Harrison

Babylonia and Assyria
By Theophilus G. Pinches

Islam.
By Syed Ameer /iLi, m. a.

Religion of Ancient Rome.
By Cyril Bailey, m. a.

Judaism.
By Israel Abrahams

Shinto: The Ancient
Religion of Japan.

By W. G. AstoNj c. m. g , ll. d.

IN preparation

The Religion of Ancient Israel. By Prof. Jastrow

The Religion of Ancient Mexico and Peru. By Lewis Spence

Islam in India. By T. W. Arnold, Assistant Librarian at the India Office.

Author of "The Preaching of Islam."

Buddhism. 2 vols. By Professor T. W. Rhys Davids, LL. D.

The Religion of Ancient Persia. By Dr. A. V. V/illiams Jackson,

Professor of Iranian at Columbia University.

Primitive or Nicene Christianity. By John Sutherland Black, LL. D.,

Joint Editor of the "Encyclopaedia Biblica."

Mediaeval Christianity.

The Psychology of Religion. By Dr. Leuba.

The Open Court Publishing Co.

J J 8-J 8 8 ff^a bash Avenue C hi cag-g



Space and Geometry In
the Liglit of Physiolog-
ical, Psychological and
Physical Inquiry. By
Dr. Ernst Mach, Emeritus Pro-

fessor in the University of Vienna.

From the German by Thomas J.

McCormack, Principal of the
LaSalle-Peru Township High
School. 1906. Cloth, gilt top.

Pp.143. $1.00 net. (5s.net.)

In these essays Professor Mach dis-

cusses the questions of the nature.origin.and

development of our concepts of space from
the three points of view ot tlie physiology
and psycliology of the senses, history, and
f)hysics, in all which departments his pro-

ound researches have gained for him an
authoritative and commanding position.

W'Jiile in most works on the foundations of

geometry one point of view only is empha-
sized—be it that of logic, epistemology, psy-

chology, history, or the formal technology
of the science—here light is shed upon the subject from all points of view combined,
and the diflferent sources from wliich the many divergent forms that the science of

space has historically assumed, are thus shown forth with a distinctness and precision

that in suggestiveness at least leave little to be desired.

Any reader who possesses a slight knowledge of mathematics may derive from
these essays a very adequate idea of the abstruse yet important researches of meta-
geometry.

The Vocation Ol Man. By Johann Gottlieb Fichte. Translated

bv William Smith, LL. D. Reprint Edition. With biographical intro-

duction by E. Ritchie, Ph. D. 1906. Pp. 185. Cloth, 75c net. Paper, 25c;

mailed, 31c. (Is. 6d.)

Everyone familiar with the history of German Philosophy recognizes the im-
portance of Fichte's position in its development. His idealism was the best exposition

of the logical outcome of Kant's system in one of its principal aspects, while it was
also the natural precurs r of Hegel's philosophy. But the intrinsic value of Fichte's

writings have too often been overlooked. His lofty ethical tone, the keenness of his men-
tal vision and the purity of his style render his works a stimulus and a source of satisfac-

tion to every intelligent reader. Of all his many books, that best adapted to excite an
interest in his philosophic thought is the Vocation of Man, which contains many of his

most fruitful ideas and is an excellent example of tlie spirit and method of his teaching.

The Rise Oi Man. a sketch of the Origin of the Human Race.

By Paul Cams. Illustrated. 1906. Pp.100. Boards, cloth back, 75c net.

(3s. 6d. net.)

Paul Cams, the author of The Rise of Man, a new book along anthropological

lines, upholds the divinity of man from the standpoint of evolution. He discusses the

anthropoid apes, the relics of primitive man, especially the Neanderthal man and the

ape-man of DuBois, and concludes with a protest against Huxley, claiming that man has
risen to a higher level not by cunning and ferocity, but on the contrary by virtue of his

nobler qualities.

THE OPEN COURT PUBLISHING CO., 378 Wabash Ave.. Chicago



PORTRAITS OF
EMINENT MATHEMATICIANS

Three portfolios edited by David Eugene Smith, Ph. D., Professor o
Mathematics in Teachers' College, Columbia University, New York City.

In response to a widespread demand from those interested in mathematics
and the history of education, Professor Smith has edited three portfolios of the
portraits of some of the most eminent of the world's contributors to the mathe-
matical sciences. Accompanying each portrait is a brief biographical sketch,
with occasional notes of interest concerning the artists represented. The
pictures are of a size that allows for framing (11x14), it being the hope that a

new interest in mathematics may be aroused through the decoration of class-

rooms by the portraits of those who helped to create the science.

"^*^ * '^ v/LHJ INO. I
. Twelve great mathematicians down to 1700 A.D.

:

Thales, Pythagoras, Euclid, Archimedes, Leonardo of Pisa, Cardan, Vieta,

Napier, Descartes, Fermat, Newton, Leibniz.

^^^'^ * ** ^^«v^ riO. Z. The most eminent founders and promoters of the
infinitesimal calculus : Cavallieri, Johann and Jakob Bernoulli, Pascal,

L'Hopital, Barrow, Laplace, Lagrange, Euler Gauss, Monge and Niccolo
Tartaglia.

PORTFOLIO No. 3. Eight portraits selected from the two former,

portfolios especially adapted for high schools and academies, including

portraits of

THALES—with whom began the study of scientific geometry;
PYTHAGORAS—who proved the proposition of the square on the hypotenuse;
EUCLID—whose Elements of Geometry form the basis of all modern text books;
ARCHIMEDES—whose treatment of the circle, cone, cylinder and sphere

influences our work to-day;

DESCARTES—to whom we are indebted for the graphic algebra in our high
schools

;

NEWTON—who generalized the binomial theorem and invented the calculus-

NAPIER—who invented logarithms and contributed to trigonometry;

PASCAL—who discovered the " Mystic Hexagram " at the age of sixteen.

PRICES
Portfolio I or 2 (12 portraits) on Japanese vellum, size 11x14, $5.00; both for $8.50.
Portfolio I or 2 (12 portraits) on American plate paper, size 11x14, $3.00; both for $5.00.
Portfolio 3 (8 portraits) on Japanese vellum, size 11x14, $3.50; single portrait*, 50 cents.

Portfolio 3 (8 portraits) on American plate paper, size 11x14, $2.00; single portraits, 35 c.

"The issue of this fine collection is equally creditable to the expert knowl-
edge and discriminating taste of the editor, Professor David Eugene Smith,
and to the liberality and artistic resources of The Open Court Publishing Co."—J^. N. Cole, Editor American Mathematical Bulletin, New York.

" The selection is well made, the reproduction is handsomely executed, and
the brief account which accompanies each portrait is of interest. Prof. Smith
has rendered a valuable service to all who have interest in mathematics, by
editing this collection. Wherever mathematics is taught, these portraits should
adorn the walls."

—

William F. Osgood, Ca7}ibridge, Mass.

The Open Court Publishing Co.
P. O. Drawer F. 378-388 Wabash Avenue CHICAGO. ILL.



Among other notable contributions during 1 908

TTe HIBBERT JOURNAL
A QUARTERLY REVIEW OF RELIGION, THEOLOGY AND PHILOSOPHY

Will contain special articles and
series of articles as foUo^vs:

THE RELIGION OF SENSIBLE MEN. Fust. "The Religion of Sensible

Scotsmen," by William Wallace, LL.D., of Glasgow, will appear in

January,—to be followed by "The Religion of Sensible Americans,"

by David Starr Jordan in April.

THE IMMORTALITY OF THE SOUL, began in July, 1907, by Professor

Royce of Harvard, will be continued by Sir Oliver Lodge, and Professor

i^udolf Kuckcn of Jena.

MODERNISM IN THE CATHOLIC CHURCH. To the January issue. Father

George Tyrrel contributes "The Prospects of Modernism," and Father

John Gerrard, S. J., "The Papal Encyclical : From a Catholic's Point

of View." The question of the Catholic system in relation to American

ideals and American institutions will be dealt with by distinguished

American writers.

THE RELIGIOUS EXPERIENCE OF THE EASTERN AND WESTERN RACES
COMPARED. The validity of Christian experience will be discussed,

and the claims of the recognition of the East considered. Various

distinguished Indian and Japanese writers will take part in the discussion.

PRAGMATISM. Separate articles will appear, dealing with American and

Ikitish exponents of this school of thought. Among them will be Pro-

fessor McGilvary, of the University of Wisconsin, Professor Henry

Jones of Glasgow, and the Editor of The Hibbert Journal.

NEW TYPES OF RELIGION IN THE WESTERN WORLD. Christian Science,

Theosophy and other new sects will be candidly and impartially

examined.

EDUCATION, especially in its connection with religious and ethical ideals.

i\merican, British, and European writers will contribute.

A GENERAL REVIEW OF THE COURSE OF AMERICAN RELIGIOUS
THOUGHT as Revealed by the Publications of the Year. By Professor

A. O. Lovejoy of Washington University, St. Louis.

Annual subscription, $2.50. Single copies, '75 cents.
SUBSCRIPTIONS MAY BE,GIN WITH ANY NUMBE,R.

SHERMAN, FRENCH & COMPANY
SIX BEACON STREET :: BOSTON, MASSACHUSETTS



FRIEDRICH SCHILLER
A Sketch of his life and an

Appreciation of his Poetry
by

PAUL CARUS
Profusely Illustrated, 102 pages, octavo, boards, cloth back,

illustrated cover, price, 75 cents net (3s. 6d. net).

"This adequately illustrated and tastefully bound volume by Mr. Paul Carus is an
admirable memorial of the recent Schiller Centenary. In addition to a biographical

sketch we have two thoughtful essays by Dr. Cams on Schiller as a philosophical poet

and on Schiller's poetry. Both have well-chosen selections of considerable extent,

and it was a good idea to present these illustrative excerpts in both German and
English."

—

The Outlook.

"It is a book of popular character, and very interesting in its presentation of the

subject, to say nothing of the many illustrations."

—

The Dial.

"The historical outline of the events of his life is presented in this book, illustrated

with pictures of himself at various periods and of family, friends and localities with

which his name is associated. An able discussion of him as a philosophical poet follows,

and the concluding portion consists of selections from his poems, typical of his style

and treatment of his subject."

—

The Watchman.

"Dr. Carus is in full sympathy with his subject and has drawn for his information

upon the most reliable sources."

—

The Dominion Presbyterian.

THE OPEN COURT PUBLISHING COMPANY
378 Wabash Avenue, CHICAGO, ILL.

American Antkropologist
The only periodical in America devoted to Anthro-

pology in all its branches— Ethnology, Archeology,

Religion, Mythology, Folklore, Sociology and

Language— with particular reference to the American

aborigines.

The American Anthropologist is the organ of the

American Anthropological Association, whose members
receive the journal and a series of Memoirs, as published,

without cost. To others the subscription price is Four

Dollars per annual volume. Each number contains

184 pages, 8 vo., and is well illustrated.

American Anthropologist^ Lancaster, pa.



Our Children
Hints from Practical Experience for

Parents and Teachers. By Paul Carus
Pp, 207. $1.00 net. {4s. Gd. net)

In the little book Our Children, Paul Carus offers a unique contribution to peda-
gogic-il literature. Without any theoretical pretensions it is a strong defense for

the ri^riits of the child, dealing with the responsibilities of parenthood, and with
the firat inculcation of fundamentiil ethics in the child mind and the true principles

of correction and guidance. Each detail is forcefully illustrated by informal

incidents i"rom the author's experience with his own children, and his suggestions
will prove of the greatest possible value to young mothers and kindergartners.

Hints as to the first acquaintance with all branches of knowledge are touched
upon— mathematics, natural sciences, foreign languages, etc.— and practical

wisdom In regard to the treatment of money, hygiene and similar problems.

PRESS NOTICES

"Briifhtly written, broad-minded, instructive, this book deserves serious perusal and praise,**

—CHICAGO RECORD-HERALD.

" 'Our Children' has a value which it ia difficult to exagKerate. The stronpr common sense of
the book as a whole can better be judged from an extract than from any praise of it, however
particularized.

"It is difficult to conceive of anything cominpr up in relation of parent or teacher to a child

which does not find discussion or suggestion in this compact and helpful little book. It will be
an aid to parents and teachers everywhere—an education for them no less than for the child."

-THE CHICAGO DAILY NEWS.

"From my own personal point of view I can only welcome this volume in our i}eda(ro(rical

literature and express the hope that it may become a household book in the library of every
parent and teacher." M. P. E. GROSZMANN, Pd. D.,

Director Groszmann School for Nervous Children

"Mr. Carus writes in a most practical manner upon his subject, setting before the reader the
various problems common to all parents in dealing with their offspring. This book is admirable
throughout in the author's treatment of his subjects, as the bfwk is built from the exi)eriencea
of parents and teachers and, therefore, cannot fail to be practicable."

—THE BOSTON HERALD.

"For the training of children I know of no book in which there is so much value in a small
compass as in this." -THE TYLER PUBLISHING CO.

"Little things are recommended that will appeal to the child's understanding and add to his

interest in his work." —CLEVELAND PLAIN DEALER.

"Its author has given to the world a careful, loving, thoughtful set of rules which may be used
with profit in the bringring up of the young."

—THE MANTLE, TILE AND GRATE MONTHLY.

"We feel certain that any parent who thoughtfully reads and studies this book will be richly

paid; and if the readers be parents with growing children they will keep the book by them for
frequent consultation; not for iron rules but for sympathetic suggestion."

-THE COMMERCIAL NEWS (Danville, 111.)

"At once the reader knows that he is in touch with a mind that is accustomed to sincere and
deep thinking. The whole book is a plea for a serious notion of parenthood. The author touches
one topic after another with a fine sense of feeling for the 'warm spot' in it.

"The use of money, square dealing, worldly prudence, sympathy with animals, treatment of a
naughty child, self criticism, and punishment, are somo of the more important themes of the
book." -TUB SUBURBAN.

T%e Open Court Publishing- Co. , 378 WabashAve. , Chicago



THE OPEN COURT
AN ILLUSTRATED MONTHLY MAGAZINE

Devoted to the Science of Religion, the Religion of Science, and the
Extension of the Religious Parliament idea

Editor: Dr. Paul Carus. Associates:
| J^-^^.^ ^^^^f

^

An Unpartisan Organ of Religioas, Ethical, Philosophical and Scientific Expres-
sion, Contributed to by the Leaders of Science in all Countries, and

by the Leaders of Religion of all Denominations.

TERMS OP SUBSCRIPTION

Postpaid, $1.00 a year for the U. S. and Mexico; Canada, $1.25; for coun-
tries in the Universal Postal Union, 5s. 6d. Single copies, 10 cents (6d.).

Prices of Back Numbers in sets or volumes will be supplied on request.

Binding cases for back volumes, in cloth, with gilt side and back lettering, postpaid, 73 cents
(3a. 6d.) each.

Some idea of the character of the work which "The Open Court" has been
doing, and of the high standing of its contributors, may be gained by reference
to the twenty years Index, which will be sent on request. Price, 15 cents.

Back numbers, unless out ofprints will be supplied, postpaid, at 23 cents each.

TESTIMONIALS FROM READERS OF "THE OPEN COURT"
"I regard 'The Open Court' and 'The Monist' as the two best American philosophical maga-

ziaes tha: we have."—Dr. Lester F. Ward, Smithsonian Institution, Washington, D. C.

"The statement of the principles of "The Open Court' (in No. 524) is the organ of the
Relig^ious Parliament idea is so admirable, that, speaking from the point of view of an Orthodox
Christian, i wish the statement might somehow be put into the hands of every clerpryman and
religious leader."—Elias Compton, Dean of the University of Wooster, Wooster, Ohio,

"In my judgment your magazine is an extremely original and interesting institution, con-
ducted with uncommon skill, and always offering to its readers a great deal of interesting
material. The union of discussions of religious, philosophical and scientific questions appears
to me to oe felicitous."—August Weisinaan, Professor *n the University of Freiburg, Germany.

"I follow the work of your magazine with the liveliest sympathy. May its endeavors be
crowned with future success."—Prof. Rudolf Eucken, Professor ofPliilosophy in the University
of Jena, Germany.

"It ij always a pleasure to me to receive 'The Open Court.' It is in my opinioc a magazine
oi great value. In its brief but solid papers it throws light upon many interesting questions."
—Harold Hoeffding, Professor in the University of Copenhagen.

" 'The Open Court' is oae o* tb: most Interesting and instructive publications of the kind
that I receive and read. It is an exponent of modem science and philosophy, and has a mission
of culture and education peculiarly its own."—Dr. Edward Brooks, Superintendent of Public
Schools, Philadelphia, Penn.

THE OPEN COURT PUBLISHING CO.
378-388 Wabash Avenue p. o. Drawer? Chicago, 111.



PHILOSOPHICAL AND PSYCHOLOGICAL POR-
TRAIT SERIES.

The portraits are printed on large paper (11x14), with tint

and plate-mark, and many of them are reproduced from rare
paintings, engravings, or original photographs. They are suit-

able for framing and hanging in public and private libraries,

laboratories, seminaries, recitation and lecture rooms, and will

be of interest to all concerned in education and general cul-

ture.

PYTHAGORAS
SOCRATES
PLATO
ARISTOTLE
EPICTETUS
THOMAS AQUINAS
ST. AUGUSTINE
AVERRHOES
DUNS SCOTUS
GIORDANO BRUNO
BACON
HOBBES
DESCARTES
MALEBRANCHE
HERBERT SPENCER

PHILOSOPHICAL.
SCHELLING
SPINOZA
LOCKE
BERKELEY
HUME
MONTESQUIEU
VOLTAIRE
D'ALEMBERT
CONDILLAC
DIDEROT
ROUSSEAU
LEIBNIZ
WOLFF
KANT
FICHTE

PSYCHOLOGICAL.
AUBERT
MACH
STUMPF
EXNER
STEINTHAL
BAIN
SULLY
WARD
C. L. MORGAN

HEGEL
SCHLEIERMACHER
SCHOPENHAUER
HERBART
FEUERBACH
LOTZE
REID
DUGALD STEWART
SIR W. HAMILTON
COUSIN
COMTE
ROSMINI
J. STUART MILL

ROMANES
PAUL JANET
RIBOT
TAINE
FOUILLEE
BINET
G. STANLEY HALL

(25 portraits) on Imperial Japanese

(25 portraits) on plate paper, $3.75

(43 portraits) on plate paper, $6.25

CABANIS
MAINE DE BIRAN
BENEKE
E. H. WEBER
FF.CHXER
HELMHOLTZ
WUNDT
HERING
G. T. LADD
The Psychological Series

paper, $5.00 (24s.).

The Psychological Series

(18s.).

The Philosophical Series

(30s.).

The Entire Series (68 portraits), on plate paper, $7.50 (35s.).

The higher prices in parentheses refer to foreign countries.

Carriage prepaid. Single portraits, 25 cents.

For subscribers who may prefer not to frame the portraits, a

neat portfolio will be provided at a cost of $1.00 additional.

"I have received the first installment of portraits of philosophers, and am
very much pleased with them."—Prof. David G. Ritchie, St. Andrews, Scotland.

"I congratulate you on the magnificent character of the portraits, and I feel

proud to have such adornments for my lecture room."
—/. /. McNulty, Professor of Pliilosof^hy in the College of the City of New

York.

THE OPEN COURT PUBLISHING CO.
p. O. Drawer F 378-388 ^Vabash Avenue, Chicago, 111.


